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Two new faculty members have been
named to the Department of
Journalism and Radio-Television at
Murray State University, Dr. Robert H.
McGaughey III, the departmental
chairman, has announced.
Joseph V. Rigsby, formerly a senior
vice-president with the Doe-Anderson
Advertising Agency in Louisville, will
be teaching journalism, advertising
and related graphic arts subjects,
beginning with the fall semester.
Joining the radio-television division
of the department will be Dr. Frank E.
Blodgett, since 1975 an instructor in the
College of Education and the Graduate
School, of Library Service at the
University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa.
Rigsby is a 1949 graduate of
Louisiana State Uniyersity, and
attended the Pratt Institute before
joining the Louisville advertising firm,
where he directed the agency's
production departments and
supervised the creative quality of all
graphics.
He also is a caricaturist and an
amateur photographer, becoming
widely-recognized as an exhibitor,
juror and art critic in the Louisville
area.
Dr. Blodgett, 39, received his
undergraduate degree in journalism
and communication in 1960 at the
University of Florida, Gainesville. Two
years later, he received his master's
degree from the same institution. His
doctoral work was done in mass
communication and education, and he
officially will receive his degree this
month at the University of Alabama.
At Alabama, he has been responsible
for a full-time staff of 20 people and a
part-time staff of 15 who produced
television programs and films for
broadcast and non-broadcast use
nationally, regionally and on statewide
public television.
Before going to the University of
Alabama, he taught communications
and served as television production
manager at Auburn University,





The Calloway County Chapter of the
Kentucky State Association of Licensed
Practical Nurses (KSALPN) was
recently honored with two awards at
the association's state convention at the
Galt House in Louisville.
ICSALPN District 17 Unit 1 was
presented both the Waskey Plaque for
keeping 100 per cent of their
membership during the year and the
Begley Plaque for their numerous
contributions to community projects.
This year's community related
endeavors included the presentation of
scholarships to two Calloway County
practical nursing students and
donations to the local Rescue Squad,
the Lion's Club Telethon and the Boy
Scouts. In addition name pins were
bought and presented to the members
of the 1977 practical nursing class of the
Murray Area Vocational School.
Gertha Jones and Lucy Walls, local
unit president and vice-president
respectively, attended the convention
and accepted the awards. Both Jones
and Walls are employes in the OB
Department at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Convalescent
Division.
inside today
CHECKING GUIDELINES—Making a final check of the guidelines for the lee Clark Memorial Scholarship at Murray State
University are Buron and AWest Jeffrey. Clark, who died in 1960 at the age of 78, was her father. He was a state represen-
tative for five terms and was instrumental in the enactment of legislation leading to the founding and early development
of Murray State.
Scholarship Is Established In
Memory Of Local Representative
A memorial scholarship fund of
$10,000 has been established at Murray
State University in the name of Lee
Clark, the Calloway County represen-
tative in the Kentucky General Assem-
bly who played a key role in the foun-
ding of the school more than a half cen-
tury ago.
Established by his daughter, Mrs.
Modest Clark Jeffrey, and her husband,
Buron Jeffrey, the Lee Clark Memorial
Scholarship will be available to
I graduates of Calloway County High
1 School and Murray High School.
Mrs. Jeffrey formerly taught at both
high schools and Jeffrey served 19
years as superintendent of the county
system before his retirement in 1969.











Clark desire to attend
Murray State" and have a record of
high scholastic achievement.
The award will be for the freshman
Funding Is
Announced
U. S. Congressman Carroll. Hubbard
announced Monday afternoon that
Murray State University has been
awarded $20,000 by the Law
Enforcement Assistance Admin-
istration in accordance with the
law enforcement education program of
the United States Department of
Justice.
The funds are awarded for the
purpose of making grants and loans to
law enforcement students. Other
schools in the first Congressional
District to receive law enforcement
education program funds are
Hopkinsville Community College,
$4,200; and Paducah Community
College, $6,600.
One Section — 10 Pages
There are drum fish in Kentucky Lake, as M.C. Garrott
discusses in today's edition of Garrott's Galley, on Page
Four, the Opinion Page.
clear to cloudy
Clear to partly cloudy today,
tonight and Wednesday. Highs
today and Wednesday in the low
to mid 80s. Lows tonight in the
low to mid 60s.
Light and variable winds both
today and tonight. •
today's index
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year and consist of an amount
generated by the accrued interest of the
base investment. Scholarship ap-
plication forms and letters inviting
eligible students to apply will be
distributed to the high school principals
and guidance counselors about Jan. 1,
1978.
The scholarship fund has been
dedicated to the youth of Calloway
County because of Clark's record of ser-
vice and contributions as a state
legislator. Contributions from
organizations, groups, and individuals
interested in the memorial to him will
be accepted.
Clark, who died in 1960, served five
terms in the General Assembly, longer
than any other representative from the
county. He was instrumental in the
enactment of House Bill 14 in 1922 which
approved two additional normal
schools in Kentucky and eventually led
to the establishment of Murray State.
His greatest contribution to the in-
stitution, however, is regarded by
many to have been in 1924 when he in-
troduced the bill which created an in-
dependent board of regents, a major
development for the growth and ex-
pansion of the institution. In 1926, he
guided legislation through the General
Assembly to erect Lovett Auditorium
on the campus, which at that time was
the school's largest single ap-
propriation.
Clark was also one of the charter
donors for the cash gift of $117,000 made
by people of the community for the con-
struction of the first building on the
campus, now known as Wrather Hall.
Before his retirement in 1952, Clark
was a member of the Murray State staff
for 27 years. He served as bookstore
manager and superintendent of
buildings and grounds during that time.
A year after his death a residence
hall was named Clark Hall in his
memory.
Mrs. Jeffrey, a 1927 graduate of
Murray State in the second class,
retired in 1975 from the library staff.
She holds a master's degree from the
University of Kentucky. Her teaching
experience also includes work at Lynn
Grove and New Concord.
Jeffrey earned his undergraduate
degree at Murray State in 1932 and the
master's at the University of Kentucky
in 1936 He taught in Pulaski County and
then taught mathematics and coached
basketball for 23 years at Lynn Grove
High School before becoming county
superintendent in 1950.
Training Sessions
To Be Offered Here
Five all-day sessions designed to
provide training in accounting,
budgeting, internal control and
financial reporting for municipalities in
the Jackson Purchase will be offered at
no cost at Murray State University
August 4,11, 16, 18, and 25.
Dr. Rex Galloway, chairman of the
Department of Management and
program director said the Purchase
Area Development District has been
involved in planning the series of
programs which will be financed by a
Title I federal grant.
He pointed out that the grant money
was made available specifically to
provide training for municipal
employes directly involved with
accounting and budgeting functions.
However, he said, county officials such
as county treasurers, accountants, and
water district supervisors and
personnel, can also benefit from the
program.
Dr. William J. Grasty and Dr. inhn
A. Thompson, professors of accounting
at Murray State, will be the instructors
Sessions are scheduled from 9 a. m. to 4
p. m. on each date at Roy Stewart
Stadium with the first in ROom 209 and
the remaining four in room 206.
Both continuing education uilit.c
(CEU i and a certificate showing
participation in the program will be
awarded to those who attend.
Galloway said any number
employes from a municipal or cour0
office may attend. He listed the topics
for each session as follows:
August 4 — General municipal
accounting and fund accounting;
August 11 -- Internal control amt
August 16 — Payroll accounting and
purchasing;
August 18 — Budget preparation and
administration, morning session; and
utility accounting and record-keeping,
afternoon session;
August 25 — Financial reporting




The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will meet Thursday, August 11, at one p.
m. according to an announcement from
the county judge's office.
The meeting, which is open to the
public, will be held in the judge's office
in the county courthouse.
Hubbard To Visit
In Marshall County
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard D-Ky.
will "bring government to the people"
of Western Kentucky when he visits
with constituents from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00
p. In. in the office of County Judge Mike
Miller at the Marshall County
Courthouse in Benton on Friday.
August 12.
The First District Congressman
invites constituents in the Marshall
County area to stop by the County
Judge's off=istIvi.4.1 hioritheirlmnrpcsl 
nettA 0ge 6311WW..;754A-tWiZZ.,---
Commencement Set
For Friday At MSU
Commencement exercises at Murray
State University on Friday, Aug. 5, at 2
p. m. in Lovett Auditorium will mark
the conclusion of the eight-week
summer term on the campus.
Dr. John Bartholomy, president of
Drury College in Springfield, Mo., will
address the graduates. Bartholomy,
formerly the vice-president for
university services at Murray State,
4as entitled his address "Keep_ in
Perspective."
A total of 458 candidates for
graduation have filed applications for
degrees in the summer exercise — 183
for bachelor's, 264 for, master's, 6 for
specialist, and 5 for associate degrees.
They represen( 22 states and four
foreign countries.
Degrees will be awarded by Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, university
president. •
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, vice-
president for administration and
finance and executive director of the
Murray State University Foundation,
will deliver the invocation and
benediction. Organist James R. Wright,
a Cahokia, Ill., senior, will play the
processional and recessional and
accompany featured soloist Carl
Rogers, associate professor of music.
The list of honor graduates in the
summer graduating class includes 28
names — two as summa cum laude
overall standing of 3.8 or higher of a
possible 4.00), seven as magna cum
laude ( overall standing of 3.6 to 3.79),
and 17 as cum laude ( overall standing
of 3.3 to 3.59).
Julie Cathryn Christopher of Murray
is the top graduate in the summer class
with a 3.89 academic standing. Ranking
second is Catherine Hogan Hillenbrand
of Louisville with a 3.87 grade point
average.
Magna cum laude graduates are:
Doy King Copeland, Jr., Louisville;
Beth Ann Burkett Faulkner, Murray;
Kathy Jan Hogancamp, Paducah;
Nancy Susan Holt, Karnak, Ill.;
Marilyn Bunger Kersey, Leitchfield;
Edna Joyce Orr, Grand Rivers; and
John B. Warren, Owensboro.
Cum laude graduates are: Donald
Gary Clingman, Paris, Tenn.; Kenneth
L. Curry and Mary Joan Shaver, both of
Morganfield; Kent Alan Jackson,
Fancy Farm; Arlene Florence Jones,
Cynthia Gale Rose Readel, and Sarah
Elizabeth Sams, all of Murray,; Joyce
Ann DeJamett Kruger, Metropolis, Ill.
Alan Charles Inssner and Rebecca
Irene Milne, both of Hopkinsville; John
Graves Mattingly, Lebanon; Anita
Alene Prince and Kathy Bloom Towery,
both of Mayfield; Susan Station, Salem;
Robert Franklin White, Hazel; Sue
Alice Williams, Hodgenville; and




WASHINGTON (AP — House
Democratic leaders today predicted
victory for President Carter's plan to
continue price controls on natural gas,
a big pocketbook issue in his national
energy program.
"We're quite confident," said
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill about
sustaining the administration-backed
pricing plan in a series of floor votes
tentatively set for this evening.
However, none of the leaders or
.managers of the legislation would
predict victory for the Carter-backed
proposal for a nickel hike in the federal
gasoline tax.
Meantime, the administration
reportedly will not oppose legislation to
ban the sale of "gasguzzling" cars in
1980, even though the provision was not
part of the President's energy package.
The Senate Energy Committee
approved the proposal Monday, voting
to require at least 16-mile-per-gallon
performance from every 1980-model
car sold in the United States and
backing up the requirement with a
$10,000 fine for each car that falls short.
' The Senate panel acted as the House
began debate on a 580-page energy bill
and the President called for higher
gasoline taxes and continued price
controls on natural gas in a statement
urging approval of his energy plan.
House leadership is hoping the bill,
based largely on Carter's proposals,
can be approved and sent to the Senate
by Friday.
The Senate energy panel acted on a
proposal by Sen. Howard Metzenbaurn,
D-Ohio, to increase performance
requirements for cars. Under the
proposal, the 16-mpg requirement will
be increased by one mile a gallon each
year for five years beginning in 1980.
The requirement would be 21 miles
per gallon for 1985-model cars.
Parks Department
To Hold Meeting
The Kentucky Department of Parks,
in conjunction with the Purchase Area
.Development District, will hold a public
meeting August llat 2:00 p. m., in the
conference room arthe Purchase ADD
office to obtain public participation in
the state recreation planning prOcess.
State planners will discuss the
Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Plan and' its purpose,
function, and impact on the
development of local recreation
facilities.
"So that all segments Of the public
may be represented, local and county
officials are especially urged to be in
attendance at this meeting," a
spokesman said. "All interested
citizens and representatives of
concerned groups are also encouraged
to attend," the spokesman continued.
"If you cannot attend personally,
please make your views known to your
local mayor or county judge so that you
The $10,000 fine would apply each
year.
A spokesman for Metzenbaum said
MondaY night the Carter
administration had not indicated direct
approval for the proposal. But he said,
"We have had a definite statement
from the administration that they
would not oppose this."
The spokesman said he was
optimistic that the proposal would win
approval from the whole Senate, noting
that Carter last week expressed
renewed concern that Americans are
not cutting back on their energy
consumption.
The spokesman for Metzenbaurn said
congressional experts estimated the
proposal could mean a savings of 26,000
barrels of oil a day.
See ENERGY
Page 10, Column 4
County Board To
Meet Thursday
The Calloway County Board of
Education will meet in special session
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Included on the agenda will be an
executive session for personnel





Rayburn defeated, the only
football team in the 55-year history of
the institution to achieve that 'distinc-
tion.
Before coming to Murray State,
Rayburn was superintendent of schools
at Providence for 17 years.
Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, a long-time
friend and associate of Rayburn's as
well as the faculty representative on
the board of regents, is in charge of
arrangements for the affair. Tickets
are $6 per person, and reservations
should be made by calling 762-4159_ or
Friends and former associates of J.
D. Rayburn have planned a retirement
party in his honor for 6:30 p. m. Thur-
sday, August 11, at the Colonial House
restaurant, Highway 641 North,
Murray.
Rayburn, a student teacher _coor-
dinator at Murray State University sin-
ce 1966, retired June 30 after 41 years in
education.





retired, and the late
Carlisle Cutchin.
He was a 170-pound
guard on the 1913
Murray team
which was un-




Murray High School Band
Boosters Club will meet at the
Murray High band room at
7:30 p. m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will have a
potluck supper with husbands
as guests at the church at 6:30
p. m. Bill Fisher will present
the program.
Murray Assembly No. ,19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p. m. at the
lodge hall.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include stream
stroll at Center Station at
three p. m., and Children's
Fibercraft workshop for ages
9 to 15 at Empire Farm from
twelve noon to 3:30 p. m.
Registration is needed for the
latter event and call 924-5441.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include junior
naturalist program at 10:30 a.
m. and 4:30 p.m. at cam-
pground bath house, bowling
tournament at hotel meeting
room at 1:30 p.m., stick craft
at recreation room at 2:30
p.m., softball at campground
bath house at 3:30 p.m., Wild
Raspberry craft demon-
stration at hotel lobby at seven
p.m., and Lakeside Singers at
hotel meeting room -at -8:30
p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to ten a. m. and shopping
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Homemakers Club will have a
luncheon at the Sirloin
Stockade at 11:15 I. M.'
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. at the Hardin
Center.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p. m. at Cor-
vette Lanes.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include medicinal
plant walk starting at cam-
pground bath house at 10:30 a.
m., stalking at recreation
room at 1:30 p. m., pool ex-
travaganza at hotel pool at
2:30 p. m., puppet making at
recreation room at 4:30 p. m.,
puppet show rehearsal at
recreation room and fishing
seminar at hotel meeting
room, both at seven p. m., and
puppet show and sing-a-long
both at 8:30 p. m. at hotel patio
room.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
seniority salute at Center
Station at ten a. m., advance
registration required, '-"Chosts
of the-. Pasta --at - The
Homeplace at 8:30 p. m., and
primitive pottery demon-
stration at Empire Farm from
nine a. m. to three p. m.
Thursday, August 4 -
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m.
at the lodge hall.
Diabetes Association will
meet at the First Presbyterian
Church at seven p. m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees are
scheduled to meet at seven p.
m.
Murray Senior Citizens will
meet at ten a. m. at Ellis
Center with devotion at 10:05
a. m., activities at 10:30a. m.,
sack lunch at noon, and table
games at three p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include basket
.weaving at Empire Farm
limn 12:30 to 3:30 p. m., one
dollar preregister fee, era of
iron revisited at Center
Furnace Trail parking lot at
two p. m., and 45 minute ex-
ploration of nature starting at








Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden brown. Served
with your choice of
* ) potato and a thick
slice of Stockade





Salad Bar and Drink
iLOIN Try a 5' Cone
TOCKADE
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
*outs 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Weekdays — 11 a.m.-10:30 p.m. Sat. & Sun.
Thursday, August 4
Lake Area Singles Group, a
new organization for divorced,
widowed or never married
people, will have a picnic at
the Shelter House, Kentucky
Dam Village picnic area, at
six p. m. This will be for
singles and their families.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include creek walk
up Ledbetter Creek, not
recommended for children
under ten, at hotel front at
10:30 a. m.; ping pong tour-
nament at hotel game room at
1:30 p. m.; macrame, not
recommended for children
under twelve, at hotel
recreation room at 2:30 p. m.;
donkey dodge ball at cam-
pground playground at 3:30 p.
m.; Kenlake games at hotel
front at four p. m.; salty dog
rag lessons at campground
bath house and slide show on
parks at hotel meeting room,
both at seven p. m.; square
dance at campground
bathhouse at 8:30 p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at six p.
m. at the center.
METHODIST CHURCH YOUTH TRW—Twelve young persons from the first United
Methodist Church, accompanied by the Rev. Robert E. Farless, standing, and his wife.
Willie, the photographer, returned July 13 from a bus trip to the Chicago-Calumet
Region. They were hosted by the first United Methodist Church, Hobart, Ind.
Highlights of the trip included seeing the Indiana Sand Dunes, cookout with Wheeler
and Hobart church youth, swimming in Lake Michigan, tour of WJOB Hammond radio
station, visited the University of Chicago campus and Rockefeller Memorial Chapel,
museum of science and industry, the Chicago Temple United Methodist in downtown
Chicago, saw a performance of the Stuttgart Ballet at McCormick Place Arie Crown
Theatre, visited famous stores, and saw the Treasures of Tutankhamun at the Field
Museum of Natural History. Taking the trip were, left to right, Albert Ball, Mike Pitts, Jon
Farless, Joni Guthrie, Sheryl Rose, Kelly Williams, Karen Jackson, Tiffany Taylor, Mike
Tabers, Jon Alexander, Wayne Jackson, and Greg Schanbacher.
Curd-Steele Wedding
Vows To Be Saturday
Plans have been completed
for the marriage of Miss
Denise Curd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Freed Curd, to Steve
Steele, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Steele.
The vows will be exchanged
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, Murray, on
Saturday, August 6, at six
p.m. with Bro. John Dale
officiating at the (rouble ring
ceremony.
The bride-elect will be given
in marriage by her parents
and has chosen Miss Belinda
Suiter as her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Karen
Jackson, Tammy Curd and
Stacey Curd, the latter two
sisters of the bride-elect, and
Mrs. Cindy Herndon, sister of
the groom-elect.
Jackie Herndon, brother-in-
law of the groom-elect, will
serve as best man. The
groomsmen will be Alan
Jones, Garry Evans, Larry
Evans, and Kenneth Cleaver.
Ushers will be Scott Marvin
and Bruce Marvin.
The flower girl will be Miss
Janie Duke, cousin of the
bride-elect. Chuck and Laigh
Baker will be the ring bearers.
Immediately following the
ceremony the bride-elect's
parents will entertain with a
reception at the Holiday Inn,
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Curd
invite all friends and





Plans have been completed
for the marriage uniting
Deborah McMillen, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McMillen, and James Pasco,
son of John 0. Pasco, Sr., and
the late Mrs. Pasco.
The vows will be exchanged
at the First Christian Church
in Murray on Saturday,
August 6 at 4:30 p. m. The
Rev. Robe,rt Brockhoff will
officiate at the double ring
ceremony with Dr. David
Roos assisting.
Nuptial music will be




As her attendants, Miss
McMillen has chosen her
sister, Miss Deanna McMillen,
to be her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss Jana
Jones of Murray, Mrs. Denise
Rodriguez of Michigan, and
Miss Dona Neville of
Louisville.
Steve Hobbs will attend the
groom-elect as best man with
the groomsmen being John
Pasco, Jr., Bill Pasco, and
Thomas Pasco, brothers of the
Golden Age Club Togroom-elect. Ushers will be
Mickey Jones and Mike Toon,
both of Lexington.
Hold Picnic Friday A reception will follow the
The Golden Age Club will
have a potluck picnic supper
on Friday, August 5, at 4:30 p.
m. at the Paris Landing State
Park. Each person is to bring
silverware, and iced tea will
be furnished.
Following the meal the
group plans to attend the
outdoor concert that evening
at the park.
The members and 'guests
will meet at the parking lot of
the First United Methodist
Church, Murray, at 3:30 p. m.
Friday to go to the park.
ceremony in the church
library.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception.
GOSPEL MEETING
Bro. John Dale is the
speaker at a gospel meeting at
.the Spring Creek Church of
Christ, Graves County, from
August 1 to 7, with services at
eight p. m. each night.
Nagging May Help
Overeating Husband
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Chicago Tribuhe N V Nees Synd r.
DEAR ABBY: I am concerned about my husband's
health. He eats everything on his plate as fast as he can,
then he starts eating off .the children's plates.
He is 37 and admits to having put on "about 40" pounds
in the last year, but I think it's more.
He is a physician, so he must be aware of the damage
he's doing to his health. When I mention it to him he
becomes irritable and accuses me of nagging him.
He's always looking for candy or something to snack
between meals, and I'm sure he must be eating at the
office, too.
How can I help him without nagging him?
CONCERNED WIFE
DEAR CONCERNED: His overeating could be a
symptom of a deeper emotional problem. Persuade him to
see a physician even though he is one. (It's said that a
doctor who treats himself has a fool for a patient.) And if
you have to nag him, nag him. An irritable husband is
better than a dead one.
DEAR ABBY: It's almost time for my mom to tell me
about sex. How can I tell her I already knuw everything?
KNOW IT ALL
DEAR KNOW: Wait until after she tells you what she
thinks you ought to know. You may not know
EVERYTHING.
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for setting the record straight
with regard to the Equal Rights Amendment and the
draft. I hope this letter can provide similar enlightenment
regarding -ERA and community property.
Wives are considered joint owners of property with
their husbands in community-property states, nariti4y,
California, Texas, Washington, Arizona, Louisiana, Idaho,
Nevada and New Mexico. (Women in all other states do not
have such protection.)
Another justification for the ERA, even in some
community-property states, concerns the control and
management of the joint property. In some community-
property states such as Louisiana, even though the wife
may have joint legal ownership of the "community"
property, the management of the property remains solely
in the hands of the husband. This means that a husband
could liquidate the joint property without his wife's
consent or even her knowledge.
BIRCH BAYH
UNITED STATES SgNATOR
DEAR SEN. BAYH: Thank you for a very illuminating
letter.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Rills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,




FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3, W77
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Stellar influences beneficent.





(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't be tricked by the
bizarre. Overactivity also
unwise. In all situations, look
below the surface.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) IblOtir-
Smart thinking and adroit
action — innate with you — will
be the order of the day. You can




(June 22 to July 23)
You will not approve of all the
action about but, in your own





(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Mixed influences will bring
some advantages, some
disadvantages. Study all the
factors involved in any situation
before making decisions.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
It may take longer than usual
to put across your ideas, but you
can accomplish much,
nevertheless, and make a good
impression. Be alert to the wiles
of flatterers,
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Planetary influences
somewhat restrictive. It may be
necessary to go over certain
pending business transactions
more carefully — allowing for
changing circumstances.
up
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Don't trust to guesswork nor
be lax in situations which
require security treatment. A
better day than you may an-
ticipate IF you are in there
pitching.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. -21)
Your individual touch, the
right word at the right moment
could mean the difference
between so-so day and a top-
flight one. Many opportunities
for advancing your interests.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi4
Personal relationships under
something of a cloud. Don't get
caught in the middle of a
dispute between associates. In
fact, try to stay out of in-
volvements with others com-
pletely.
AQUARIUS =JA(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Many new interests indicated.
Be ready to grasp every wor-
thwhile cue and lead. The ac-
complishments of this day will
be reflected in your tomorrows.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You are not always sure how
others regard you. This could
interfere with the presentation
of your case — or wares. A
confident attitude is the answer.
SCORPIO net.
)evP
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly imaginative and ar-
ticUlate in expressing yourself
— whether orally, in writing or
on canvas — for you are an
artist at heart and,even though
you do not take up painting or
some other form of creativity as
a career, you most likely will,
as a hobby. You would make an
excellent reporter; can teach,
preach or sell — for your
magnetism makes you con-
vincing always. You can follow
others ably but prefer to lead.
Here, however, you must curb
overaggressiveness, a tendency
to domineer. Birthdate of:
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"Empire Of The Ants"
and "Squirm"
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BARGAINS, BARGAINS ON EVERYTHING! 'YOU NAME IT! *IT'S ON SALE! DON'T MISS MURRAY'S GREAT CITY WIDE
S IDE WAL It S11146
Friday, Saturday, August 5th, 6th
ALL MERCHANDISE MUST GO AT SOME PRICE • NOTHING HELD BACK!
Sponsored by Murray Chamber of Commerce ALL DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS • BE
Jew,
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•DIXIELAND CENTER •CENTRAL CENTER •UNCLE JEFF'S DISCOVICCENTER •OLYM PIC PLAZA




























































































Miss Georgia Elkins And
Mr. Turner Wed, Church
Miss Georgia Elkins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
EdwinElkins, and Terry
Turner, son of Mr. and MriC.
Raymond Turner, were
married in a beautiful double-
ring ceremony at two p.m. on
a June afternoon at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. ,
Bro. John Dale performed
the ceremony and vocal music
was presented by a choral
group led by Jerry Bolls.
Matching spiral candelabra
held attached 'arrangements
pf white and yellow car-
nations, gladioli, and
streamers of ivy. A. beautiful
basket of white and yellow
carnations and white gladioli
and streamers of ivy served as
the centerpiece. White satin
bows marked the family pews.
The unity candle was lit by
the bride and groom at the
appropriate time. The wed-
ding was conducted and
decorations provided by the
Poppy Shop.
Bride's Dress
The bride chose a lovely
white stapeau formal gown
with an empire bodice which
was trimmed with French
imported Chantilly lace and
Venise trim, The bishop
sleeves and full A-line skirt
were adorned with the
Chantilly lace and Venise trim
also. The chapel length tram
was graced with an edging of
the Venise trim and flowed
gracefully as she descended
the aisle escorted by her
father. The headdress created
for her gown had full length
mantilla and was accented
with miniature pearls.
She carried a bridal colonial
bouquet of white marguerite
,daisies with yellow coed
sweetheart roses and baby's
breath and was given in
• .marriage by her parents.
Dinirig the processional the
bride paused to kiss her
-mother and presented her
with a golden wave rose and
during the recessional she did
likewise for her new mother-
,
The bride's twin sister, Miss
Francie Elkins, was chosen to
be the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Ed-
wina Elkins, sister of the
bride; Miss Janeann Turner,
sister of the groom; and Liss
Lesa Hargis, cousin of the
bride.
Miss Kristy Elkins, sister of
the bride, was the flower girl
and. Master Chad Hargis,
cousin of the bride, was the
ringbearer.
The bridesmaids and flower
girl wore identical yellow,
floral formal gowns made of
de chine print imported from
Japan. The fitted bodices
featured V-necks with self
ruffle and long sheer sleeves.
Yellow garden hats with de
chine print bands were also
worn by the bridesmaids and
each carried a single golden
wave rose.
Mr. and Mrs.
The flower girl carried a
wicker basket of marguerite
daisies and baby's breath and
in her hair was a small cluster
of daisies arid baby's breath
with satin streamers.
Billy Dyer of Murray served
as the groom's best man with
Alan Smith, Greg Grogan and
Mike Wilson, all of Murray
serving as groomsmen.
Ushers were Scott Turner, the
groom's brother; Ricky
Hargis, the bride's cousin,
Brentwood, Tn.; and Kevin
Lawson, Murray. The groom,
best man, groomsmen and
ushers all wore matching
yellow tuxedoes.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Elkins wore a formal
gown of aqua knit. The fitted
bodice featured a V-neck with
long full sleeves and the
natural waistline was ac-
cented with a self tie belt.
Silver accessories com-
plimented the ensemble as
well as her beautiful cym-
bidium orchid corsage.
The groom's mother chose
-to wear a formal gown of
apricot knit with long fitted
sleeves and her corsage was a
royal bouquet orchid.
Mrs. Frank Hargis and Mrs.
Floyd Elkins, grandmothers
of the bride, were presented
with corsages of white car-
nations.
Miss Janet Rowland
presided at the register table.
Reception
Following the ceremony, the
bride's parents hosted a
reception in the multi-purpose







Come on in and Register
for a 2 piece Tami outfit to
be given away:

















hospitalities were: Miss Gina
Hargis, Brentwood, Tn.; Miss
Wynn Tolley, Miss Donna
Hughes, and Miss Diana .
Sliger of Murray. Also
assisting were Mrs. Henry
Hargis, Murray; and Mrs.
Bobby Hargis, Brentwood, Tn.
The reception table was
decorated with a yellow
tablecloth and a white overlay
of lace. Beautiful white
gardenias and baby's breath
arranged in an antique cut-
glass basket, belonging to the
bride's grandmother, served
as the centerpiece. Gardenias
and streamers of fresh ivy
were placed elsewhere about
the room.
Following a short wedding
trip the couple now resides at
Shady Oaks Trailer Park.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Turner entertained the
wedding party with a delicious
rehearsal meal at their home
at 1610 Loch Lomond Drive.
The tables were decorated




Nancy H. Tinsley, formerly
of Murray, won second place
in the Creative Division of the
Paducah Summer Festival
Photo Contest, Mrs. Tinsley
develops and prints all of her
own photographs.
The winning entries will be
displayed in Paducah A
Peoples First National Bank
and Trust, Fourth and Ken-
tucky Avenue, from August 1
to 5, and at the Camera Shop,
628 Broadway, August 8 to 13.
Mrs. Tinsley is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mc-
Cuiston of Murray. ,
PERRY BOY
Mr. and Mrs.. Thomas Perry
of Murray Route Five are the
parents of a baby boy, Mat-
thew Thomas, weighing seven
pounds, measuring 18'2 in-
ches, born on Sunday, June 12,
at 7:42 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Fisher Price, Murray, and the
mother is on leave from
Department of Human
Resources, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Evans of Murray
Route Eight and Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Perry of Hazel Route
Two. •
VIDMER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Vidmer
of Murray Route One are the
parents of a baby girl. Erica
Leigh, weighing eight pounds
fifteen ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Sunday, July
24; at 2:20 p. m. at the Western
Baptist - Hospital, Paducah.
The father is employed at
Vanderbilt Chemical Com-
pany, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Vidmer and Mr.
and Mrs. Reit:oh Morgan, all of
r 7 -Z-Alint
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Mr. and Mrs. Grovel Burkett Host
For Thu Phi Lambda .aroritv Meet
The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Omicron t Alpha
Chapter, Woodmen Of the
World, met recently in the
lovely brime of Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Burkett with the
president, -Martha Andrus,
presiding. The roll call and the
minutes were by Ann Spann in
the absence of secretary,
Diana Lyons. Ten members
were present.
Martha Andrus reported
that the sorority scrapbook
won first place-at the National
level and that the Ky. Little
Miss representative, Marcie
Marine, received the honor of





made the trip to Opryland,
USA.
Glenda Smith reported on
the social held for members
and husbands at The Barn.
Nineteen attended this event.
Discussion was held at
length concerning the future
Ky. Little Miss Pageants and
the Little Miss Murray-
Calloway Pageant.
Plans were made for a Rush
Party following the July
meeting.
Ranger and Bangerette
members planned a trip to
'Beech Bend Perk in Bowling
GrAi in July. The hollowing
members made the trip with
them: Judy Scruggs, Jean.
Richerson, Glenda, Smith,
-Diana Lyons and Donna
Gdrland.
Refreshments of brownies,
homemade ice cream, chips
and dips were served by Mr.
and Mrs. Burkett. The door
prize was presented to Mrs.
Doris Burkett. Martha Andrus
served as co-hostess.
The following members
were present: Donna Garland,
Cynthia Hart, Carol Mc-
Dougal, Glenda Smith,
Loretta Jobs, Jean Richerson,
Martha Andrus, Ann Spann,




The wedding vows of Miss
Beverly Ann Penney,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Edwards of Dexter
Route One, and Tommy Irvan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Irvan, Wells Boulevard,
Murray, were solemnized on
Tuesday, July 26.
The vows were read by the
Rev. John L. Adams at his
home in Metropolis, Ill. The
bride's sister, Mrs. Terry
Gibson, was the matron of
.tionof „and Mr-. Gibson was the
best man.
Mr. and Mrs. Irian are now





The Lake Area Singles
Group, a new organization for
divorced, widowed or never
married people, will have a
picnic on Thursday, August 4,
at six p. m. at the Shelter
House at Kentucky Dam
Village Picnic Area (turn at
the sign for Executive Cot-
tages). :-
Persons may bring their
children and a lunch for their
own families.
The next meeting of this
group will be held on Tuesday,
August 9, at seven p. m. in the
Bank of Benton meeting room.
Future activities include
-tennis on August 11 at Ken lake
State Park, hayride, boat
rides and dinner meetings.
For further information
please call 753-0499 or 753-8933.
Mrs. Wickoff
Holds Party
Mrs. Daisy Wickoff, Irvin
Cobb Road, Murray, en-
tertained with a yard party for
her neighbors and friends on
Saturday, July t3.
Events featured at the party
included games, singing,
dancing, and visiting. Lunch
was served to over one hun-
dred persons by Mrs. Wickoff
who said she enjoys en-




Mrs. Danny Outland was
honored with a bridal shower
on Friday, July M, at 7:30 p.
m. at the old church of the
Poplar Spring baptist Church.
Grace Mattoi and Kay
Taylor served as hostesses
representing the Young Adult
Sunday .School Class of the
church.
The honoree, the former
Debbie Hart, wore a tangerine
skirt with multi print
tangerine blouse and had a
gift corsage of daisies and
roses. Her mother, Mrs.
Donald Hart, and her mother-
in-law, Mrs. Hardy Outland,
had corsages of daisies.
Mrs. Outland opened her
gifts at the table centered with
a bridal bell.
Games were played with
Mrs. Mattox as the director.
Refreshments were served
at the table overlaid with
white net over yellow and
centered with an arrangement
of daisies and other mixed
flowers. Patti fours with bows
and miniature wedding bahds,
made by Mrs. Kay Taylor,
were served along with punch,
nuts, and mints.
Forty-six persons were
present or sent gifts.
Outdoor Patio Buffet
Weld, Bridal Couple
Miss Marilyn Simons and
her fiance' Michael E.
Konrad, whose marriage will
be an event of August 6, were
honored with an outdoor patio
buffet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Lynn on Sunday,
July 24 at seven p. m.
The beautifully landscaped
garden-area surrounding the
sun deck find patio were
decorated with torch lights,
hurricane lanterns, and
hanging planters.
The lovely dinner tables
were overlaid with mint green
fringed cloths and centered
with hurricane lamps and
greenery.
A delicious buffet of meats,
salads, and fresh vegetables
was served from an iced
serving cart which. was
draped in fresh yellow daisy
garlands. A special cake was
presented to the bride-elect's
mother, Mrs. Charles Simons,
in honor of her birthday.
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Here's how you Join the Pepsi People
get your hand nn an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts y out of action, Pepsi goes all
the way to g€:, Ju-back in action. Back to that
024 -,AR.
r,
feelin' free feelin f that lets Pepsi People get a littie
more but of living.
Grab yourself a Pepsi ...grab one for a friend
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Carter Vs. Women
WASHINGTON — The warning from
President. Carter to his cabinet was
perfectly clear: After I have made a
decision, don't pressure me to reverse
it.
Mr.. Carter's ire was aroused by the
mini-rebellion on July 15 against his
abortion .policies by his own high-level
but sub-cabinet) female appointees,
headed by Midge Costanza, a top White
House aide. _
Abruptly interrupting the discussion
on a distantly related subject during his
July 18 cabinet meeting, Jimmy Carter
.iddenly expressed amazement that
his own appointees had used his
Executive Office Building for their
meeting to pressure him on the abortion
issue. •
Further, he said, if the 40-plus
complainants had listened to his
campaign statements, they would not
be surprised at his proposals to deny
federal funding of abortions.
One of those who heard Mr. Carter on
July 18 got the strong impression he
was telling cabinet members that if
ever they felt impelled to battle agaipst
major Carter policies they should first
resign.
The President's blue eyes were chilly
when he described his resentment, an
emotion that seemed odd considering
the background. Ms. Costanza
discreetly sent her boss a
memorandum well before the-meeting
in the EOB, explaining the revolt. The
very next morning, suppressing his
true feelings, Mr. Carter told Miss
Costanza he had read her memo and'
had dictated some new thoughts for her
— but made no objection to the
meeting.
Given Mr. Carter's insistence that his
is "an open *administration," his
resentment has puzzled the protesters.
As Pat Derian, the State Department's
human rights coordinator, who
attended the July 15 session, told us:
-No one had any interest in
embarrassing the President."
Likewise, Miss Costanza said to us:
"Our meeting was a normal, simple
procedure in an open administration to
get a message to a man we work for and
respect."
Mr. Carter did not see it that way, but
Miss Costanza can be excused if she
still does not understand. Her first
encounter with the President after the
cabinet meeting came at the state
- dinner for Italian Prime Minister Giulio
Andreotti Tuesday evening. The
President ira.s overheard to say only
this to her: "Hi, you beautiful woman."
TIP'S CLOUT
President Carter has yielded to
Agree Or Not
Speaker Thomas P. ( Tip ) O'Neill's
demand that an O'Neill crony from
Boston be named to. the Federal.
Election Commission IFEC) rather
than far better qualified candidates.
That gives O'Neill two out of six
members on the FEC, whose duties
include overseeing- campaign
contributions to congressional
candidates. Although the Supreme
Court declared unconstitutional a
provision in the election law that gave
Congress power to name two
commission members, that decision
has not stopped the increasingly
powerful speaker.
O'Neill talked President Ford into
appointing his pal, former Rep. Robert
Tiernan of Rhode Island, to the
commission and then started working
on Mr. Carter to fill another FEC
vacancy with Boston lawyer John
McGarry A close political associate of
O'Neill, McGarry has been a part-time
employe of the House Administration
Committee ( commuting from Boston
for spot assignments dealing with
election campaign disputes).
McGarry seems dearly less qualified
*an the top candidate for the job:
Susan King, an FEC staffer with long
experience in campaign finance. But
Rep. John Brademas of Indiana, House
majority whip and an O'Neill
lieutenant, went to the White House to
shoot down Miss King as an over-
zealous reformer.
Her supporters then turned to Dr.
Herbert Alexander of Princeton, N. J.,
long the nation's top campaign finance
expert. Such influential backers of Miss
King as Senate majority whip Alan
Cranston switched to Alexander.
But O'Neill insisted on McGarry who
was duly brought in for a chat with the
President anti, received his approval.
Cranston quietly bowed to the
inevitable.
Presidential aides would rather not
talk about whether the President has
named the best qualified person.
Clearly, Tip O'Neill's Oval Office
influence has expanded dramatically
since his difficulties six months ago in





By GENE AteCUTCHEO •
Murray Ledger & Tirnem Edlior
You asked for it, you got It: an
overhaul in the enforcement
procedures of the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA).
In response to public indignation
nationwide, the Labor Department has
announced numerous reforms, 411 of
them fine by us. However, why (does
government so often have to be in the
business of correcting problems
created by its own good intentions? _
OSHA is an example of good
intentions gone bureaucratically bad:
Few would argue with., the central
premise of OSHA, namely — that the
state has a role in insuring that workers
have reasonable protection against
accidents and work-related diseases.




FRANKFORT — My colleagues on
press row here have been 'writing a lot
lately about the prospective
Democratic candidates for governor
and the other Constitutional offices in
1979.
It may seem a little premature to a
lot of readers, but after all, those of us
on press row have to find something to
write about during the doldrums of
summer.
There hasn't been much written
about the potential candidates for
governor on the Republican side. This
is probably so because the Republicans
are the minority party in the state,
winning the governor's office about
every 20 years. Democrats outregister
Republicans more than 2-1 in the state.
It is only when the public gets tired of
the Democrats, or the Democrats fall
out among themselves, that a
Republican manages to slip into the
governor's chair.
Between the intervening years that
the Republicans are out of office the
Democrats seem to divide info factions
and have a war among themselves.
We are now in about midterm of Gov.
Julian Carroll's reign, and come next
March when the 1978 legislative session
ends, he- will be a lame duck governor
since The constitution says a governor
cannot succeed himself.
This also will mark the'*econd term,
you might say, that one faction of the
Democratic Party has succeeded itself
in office although the 15t1Mocrats say
the party is united as never before in
recent history. '
While Wendell Ford and Carroll ran
on opposing tickets in the Democrat
primary in 1971, there was no open
warfare between the two during their
terms. Ford' went on to win the U.S.
Senate seat and Carroll stepped up
from Lieutenant Governor to Governor
before Ford's term was up. Carroll
copperated with the Ford faction
during Ford's race for the Senate.
Carroll also 4 cooperated as U.
Governor in electing U.S. Senator
Walter Dee Huddleston after
Republican Senator Thruston Morton
designed. OSHA administrators have
had a fetish for rules, writing almost
4,400 that cover 800 pages in the Code of
Federal Regulations.
The rules have absorbed small
businessmen in paperwork ... many for
as much as two to four hours daily ...
and prevented OSHA inspectors from
doing much inspecting. OSHA has so
many rules, and therefore so many
things to check in each factory, that
inspectors have been able to examine a
typical factory only very occasionally.
The Labor Department now is asking
businesses with 10 or fewer employes
not to fill out any forms, except those
designated by OSHA's annual survey.
And businesses with more than 10
employes now are being asked to fill out
only one form, • itself wonderfully
modest.
Businessmen justifiably can qigh
with relief. So, too, can OSHA
inspectors. Business can spend more
time with business, and OSHA
inspectors can spend better time
effecting the originalpurpose of OSHA.
This is how matters should be.
The wonder, though, is that it's taken
seven years for the government to
correct itself.
01-0
An American editor and a Russian
newsman were discussing freedom of
speech.
"Back in Washington," the American
said, "I can stand on the steps of the
Capitol and call Jimmy Carter a lousy
president."
"Big deal," the Soviet replied, ''I can
stand on the steps of the Kremlin and
say Jimmy Carter is a lousy President,
too."
0+0
Last year a team sponsored by the
New York Times couldn't find
"Nessie," the Loch Ness Monster in
Scotland, but Japanese fishermen did
find the South Pacific's answer to
Inverness.
Trawling off Christchurch, New
Zealand, they snared a dead creature
about 32 feet long with four flippers and
a long neck and tail. It weighed two
tons. Having fish to cach, they eased it
back into the ocean, not realizing that it
may have had prehistoric origins.
Japanese scientists _are aghast that
the animal was nOtprerterved for study.
The are speculating that it may have
beerPe plesiosaur, a creature that is
believed to have flourished 100 million
years ago. If so, there may be others.
The scientists conclude that it is
"impossible for only one to survive."
The paleontologists have their task cut
out for them. If they can't find Nessie in
a pond 24 miles long, one mile wide and
750 feet deep in Scotland, they are going
to have a few problems in the 63,800-
square-mile Pacific Ocean — and that
aSsurnes that Plessie can't swim
around continents or through canals.
But make no mistake, Plessie is alive
and well — in the minds of millions of
nainster fans whose imaginations have
no boundaries at all. -




"Hang on, everybody--we'll get there eventually!"
Garrott's Galley NIA t;arrott
A Drum Is More Than
Something You Beat
'Until the other day, I thought a drum
simply was something you beat on in a
band, shipped oil in or relied on when• . .
you wanted to brake your car. Now I
learn it's also a species of fish — not a
real desirable one for eating, but,
nevertheless, one of the many species
which live in Kentucky Lake.
I learned about the drum from Dub
Polly, who had caught a big one
recently: while fishing in the Anderson
Creek area at the lake. He wishes now
he had kept it and weighed it, it was so
big. Perhaps, too, mole people would
believe his story.
Dub said he had caught one last
August in the same waters and it
iicighed 19 pounds on a De-Liar scale.
It had taken a "black bomber"
artificial bait.
+
The one he caught a few weeks ag6
weighed a conservative 20 pounds, he
said, and was about 30 inches long with
a middle section about as big around as
a basketball.
Dub and Don Gilbert, a long-time
friend and fishing companion as well as
one of the leading crappie fishermen in
these parts, were fishing for crappie in
an area in which they hadn't fished for
18 to 20 years. It was just south of the
rip-rap at the Kenlake Marina.
Their 17-pound test lines rigged for
crappie or sauger and baited with some
rather large minnows, they were
fishing a drop-off some 12 to 20 feet
deep. Dub was using a rod and reel —
an Ambassador reel with a Lews Speed
Stick, he said specifically — when the
big drum hit, taking out some 75 yards
of line before our fender-straightening
friend could stop the screaming reel. -4
+++
Don immediately put aside his gear
and leaped to the trolling motor, trying
to keep the boat headed in the same
direction the fish was going while Dub
struggled to keep from losing him.
"And he went in every direction!" Dub
exclaimed.
For 20 minutes, they fought him
before he was pulled alongside the boat
and Don was able to net him. "He never
did come up during the entire time,"
Dub said. -All the time I was hoping it
was a rockfish. I wanted to prove to
some people that rockfish can live in
Kentucky Lake. I was really
disappointed when this one turned out
to be a drum instead."
Several bass fishermen in nearbyl
boats came over to watch and shout
advice, Dub said, emphasizing that he
had plenty of witnesses since he didn't
'keep the fish. After identifying it,
estimating its size and looking it over
closely, they put it back into the lake-so
someone else might possibly
experience the thrill of hooking and
landing it. '
+++
-That's the largest fish I've ever
caught on a rod and reel," Dub said,
"and I was so tired when it was over I
don't believe I could have picked up a
hammer." An avid fisherman, Dub has
two 8-pound bass to his credit, both
caught on the same day. They are
mounted and hanging on the wall of his
family room at home.
He and Don also have a friendly
controversy going over which of the two
actually caught the biggest crappie
they ever took. One day when they were
out, they caught one weighing 3 pounds
8 ounces. Moments later, they caught
another weighing 3 pounds 4 ounces.
When they weighed their catch later,
there was, and still is, some question as
to who had caught the 3-pound, 8-ounce
crappie, the larger of the two by four
ounces.
was mounted and for a long time
hung on a wall at the Triangle Inn," he
laughed. "The smaller one was eaten."
+++
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in 1978 and all indications are that
Carroll and his administration will
support him with a united political
front. 
 thThis clearse way apparently for
Huddleston, Ford and Carroll to
present a united Democrat front for the
governor's race in 1979. ,
So, that leaves a tough job for the
minority Republicans.
When considering possible
candidates for governorship on the
Republican side, you have to consider
former Gov. Louie B. Nunn, although
former governors have a poor track
record for coming back to the
governor's office.
Public recognition is the key factor.
In this light must consider U.S. Fourth
District Congressman M. Gene Synder;
Fifth District Congressman Dr. Tim
Lee Carter. Then comes Tom
Emberton who was the unsuccessful
candidate against Ford.
Then you have four legislators, three
Senators, Walter Baker of Glasgow,
Gene Stuart of Louisville and Doug
Moseley of Columbia and House
member Larry Hopkins of Lexington.
Another not to be over'ooked is Larry
Forgey Jr., who is now a law partner in
the firm for former Democtatic
Governor Bert T. Combs. However a
unique situation exists with Forgey
since Carroll's apparent choice is
Democrat Terry McBrayer who now
heads the state's Department of
Commerce, a position granted
evidently to enhance his public image
and recognition factor. McBrayer was
An the same law firm w Forgey when
McBrayer took aie s job.
Overlooked by m colleagues on
press row is Moseley ho apparently is
-in' good standing wit}( the Nunn faction
and the Cook faction of the Republican
Party.
Money is going to be the key problem,
for all of these potential candidates.
Those with less present recognition are
going to be the ones to have the hardest
struggle in a primary. However, it's not
inconceivable that the Republicans will
get together and decide which will be
ton • -411
It is a rare and fortunate man who
has learned how, to be *firm with his
wife, while making her like it. He is the
one who wins all the arguments by D4b,asolutely right."
bass fishermen who read about this. to
go ahead and have their laugh, but it
wasn't a bit funny trying to land that
big rascal. But it was one time the big
one didn't get away." .
I have an idea what he means. On my
one-and-only, first-and-last deepsea
fishing jaunt some years back off Boca
Raton, Fla., I had the misfortune of
hooking a 19-pound tuna while trying to
keep from getting Kelly-green sick on a
pitching boat. r
When I finally got it to the boat, the
captain acted like I had caught a sun
perch or some kind of minnow. An old
salt, he was totally unimpressed, but I
was exhausted. I had thought I had
hooked Mobey Dick's grandson, and,
promised myself that the next time
they would get me out there in those
waves they would be taking me out to
bury me. So far, I've kept that promise.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, August, 2, the
214th day of 1977. There are 151 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history: --
On this date in 1934, Adolf Hitler
became dictator of Germany after the
death of President Paul von
Hindenburg.
On this date:
In 1610, the English navigator, Henry
Hudson, entered the body of water now
known as Hudson Bay.
In 1914, Germany invaded France,
Belgium and Luxembourg, and Russia
invaded Germany as World War One
was building up.
In 1939, Albert Einstein wrote to
President Franklin Roosevelt and
advised that the U.S. should begin an
atomic research program.
In 1959, Vice President Richard
Nixon received an enthusiastic
welcome in Warsaw, Poland.
In 1971, the United States said it
would support the seating of
Communist China in the U.N. but would
oppose the expulsion of the Chinese
Nationalists.
In 1974, Former White House Counsel
John Dean was sentenced in
Washington to one to four years in
prison for his admitted role in the
Watergate coverup.
Ten years ago: Vice President
Hubert Humphrey called for a program
similar to the foreign-aid Marshall Plan
for the U.S. to calm rioting that was
flaring in U.S. cities.
Five years ago: Disease added to the
perils of a widespread flood .in the
Philippines, with the death toll rising
into the hundreds.
One year agO: North and South.
Vietnam were officially reunited after
more than 20 years of warfare.
Today's birthdays: Writer James
Baldwin is 53 years old. Actress Myrna
Loy is 72.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Board of
Education through the Office of
Economic Opportunity is operating a
Head Start program in each county
elementary school this summer.
Teachers are Lillie Farris, Virgil
-Grogan, Laura Jennings, Estelle
Outland, Ruby Roberts, Justine Story,
Eupal Underwood, and Beurdean
Wrather.
Ground breaking-ceremonies for the
new Dexter-Hardin Methodist Church
were held July 30 at the church site with
the Rev. E. J. Diggs, superintendent of
the Paris District of the Methodist
Church, presiding. This is a
consolidation of the Dexter and Hardin
churches with half of the church in
Calloway County and the other half in
Marshall County.
Charles E. Lash of Murray has been
named as assistant professor of
industrial arts at Eastern State
University, Richmond.
Bob Taylor, son ' of Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Taylor, won the state
championship in Boys 14 to 18 division
of theJunior PGA Golf Tournament at
Louisville.
The Shoe Tree, Sodth 12th Street, will
have its grand opening on August 3.
20 Years Ago
B. W. Edmonds, a well known
Western Kentucky farm leader and an
ardent advocate of agricultural
progress for the past twenty years, was
given ,an award by the Tennessee
Valley Authority of Test Demonstration
Farm Families for his "outstanding
service as a test demonstration farmer
and agricultural leader" at Guntown,
Miss.
Miss Rubie Smith has resigned her
position as associate professor of
elementary education at Murray
State College for a similar position-at
George Peabody College, Nashville,
Tn.
Bro. Charles L. Houser of Paducah
will be the speaker at the gospel
meeting at the Green Plain Church of
Christ August 4 toll.
Births reported include a girl, Karen
Renee, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Edward
Sledd on July 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker
and daughter, Jane, have returned
home after a vacation in the Ozark
Mountains.
30 Years Ago
Democrats and Republicans are
going to the polls today to nominate the
men and women who will head a new
four year state administration.
C. T. Lear of Miami, Okla., has
recently joined the Ohio Valley Gas
Company, and will be manager of the
Murray store located at 1212 West Main
Street, Murray.
Rudy Barnett and Red Willoughby
have sold their service station on North
Fourth-and CheStnut Streets to Carl and
Rudy Greenfield. -
Del Rozise Ice Cream Company,
located on North Fourth Street,
Murray, has an advertisement today
listing ice cream as 25 cents for a hint,
90.cents for a half gallon, and 81.75 for a -
gallon.
- Showing at the Capitol Theatre is .
"Rancho Grande" starring Gene Autry
and Smiley Burnette.
Bible Thought
Blessed are the pure in heart: for
they shall see God. Matthew 5:8.
Happy is he who deepest level of
being is turned to God, is pure. All that















































THIS SPLIT-LEVEL has a railed staircase that-turves up from
the foyer to the living room level, then up to the sleeping level.
The house has seven rooms and two-and-a-half baths. Plan
HA999C by Lester Cohen has 1,175 square feet on the upper
levels and 365 square feet on 'The entry level. For additional
'information, write to the architect-enclosing a snimped, self-
addressed envelope-at 48 West 48th St., Room 505, New York,
N. Y. 10036.
Here's the Answer Elf]
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I keep reading about
double hung windows. Exactly
what are they? My dictionary
doesn't list them.
A. - Double hung windoWs
are the kind in most houses.
They have two sashes that slide
vertically past each other. .
Q. - What is meant by "dus-
ting" in reference to concrete?
A. - When concrete is
brushed or swept and produces
a sand-like powder, it is called
dusting.
Q. - To settle an argwnent,
which came first - the button
or toggle switch?
A. ,- -The push-button elec-
trical switch was used long be-
fore the toggle, switch. While
_still seen in older houses, it is
gradually becoming extinct. --
Q. - I recently bought a jar
of shellac. There were no in-
structions on the label, as with
paint. What's the solvent for
shellac?
A. - Denatured alcohol.
Q. - I am going to put up
gypsum wallboard in our ga-
rage, which will be used as a
room rather than as a place for
cars. What should go up first '-
the ceiling or the walls?
A. - The ceiling.
Q. - When looking at a
draftsman's drawing, what do
the dotted lines mean?
A. - They indicate some-
thing which is there, but which
is invisible from the position of
the draftsman.
Q. What is meant by "bar
top" varnish?
A. - It's a term used to in-
dicate a varnish with extra
hardness and durability.
(For either of 'Andy Lang's.
helpful booklets, "Wood Finish-
ing in the Home" or "Paint
Your House Inside and Out,"
send 35 cents and a long,
STAMPED, self-addressed en-
velope to Know-How, P.O.Box
4TI, Huntington, N.V. 11743.)
Hanging your own wallcoverings:
easy, fun, and very rewarding!
Sure, you can hang that
new wallcovering yourself.
It's as easy as sewing a
two-seam skirt, knitting a
scarf, or baking a ready-
mixed cake. Fos it's mostly
a matter of using common
sense. and following instruc -
lions.
Here, to get you going.
are some sensible instruc-
tion from the Wallcovering
Information Bureau:
- • "Papering" a bedroom
is a good first project be-
cause it usually offers
plenty of uncomplicated
wall space to work with.
A bath, with its many
trimming • jobs around
fixtures. etc., is best left for
the second project.
Also, bedrooms are pri-
vate .places, where you can
feel free to use a pattern
you absolutely adore. And
seeing such a pattern going
up, strip by strip, is such a
pleasure that you'll zip
through the job and gain
confidence to tackle other
rooms around the house.
• You can buy a "pa-
perhanging kit" with the
special "paperhanging"
tools you'll need. But you
probably have the rest, of
them around the house al-
ready.
Here's what you'll need:
a step ladder, a smoothing
brush a wide-bladed knife.
bucket, paste brush (not
needed if you're working
with a pre-pasted wallcover-
ing. of course). st.imw . -a
pencil. yard stick, seam
roller, a razorblade knife, a
erevs How
CREATING FASHION WALLS in a bedroom is
good first project for do-it-yourself "paperhangers."
This room usually features pleat, of straight wall
space to make even a rank beginner a "pro." Here,'
York's "Juliette Stripe" wallemering design that
pretties up a master bedroom, uhile a companion
pat-tern, "Juliette Tile," is used in the adjoining
dressing room.
plumb-line, plenty ot news-
paper. and a sponge.
• Start with clean.
smooth walls. Glossy,
painted surfaces should 'be
lightly sanded. Size un-
painted plaster. wood, and
plasterboard walls. If in
doubt about the pre-
treatment of the walls, ask
your wallcovering dealer.
•-;-Start in an incOnspitu-
pus .place. such as over a
door or window. or the
darkest corner of the room.
6-17rup a pl'urlibline-' one
width of your wallcovering
less an inch from the spot
you've chosen as your
starting point. This will
guarantee wu straight ver-
tical seams. Drop a plumb-
line on every new wall you
get to.
• Measure the length of
the strip needed, add three
to four inches each for top
and 'bottom, and cut a. strip
.pfoiallcovering that king.
C'ut one strip at -a time,
making sure to match the
pattern, before you cut the
nest.
• Cover the hack of the
‘A anew. ering with adhesive.




their work standards because
they just don't have enough
time to do a job with expertise.
They try to cram a big job
into little spurts of time after a
daily job or weekends. So what
happens? After a year or so, a
do-it-yourselfer finishes that
room addition, or new deck or
storage house and looks for ap-
preciation. Instead, he invites
criticism. "What are you going
to do there?" may be a ques-
tion that refers to a tiny piece
of molding that is missing or a
wallpaper pattern that doesn't
quite match.
The do-it-yourselfer 's
reaction may be:. "It's the last
time I'll ever,.." --
One do-it-yourselfer recently
took a week of his vacation to
complete a lot of unfinished
work on his house and recom-
mends it. It was a revelation
that it all goes smoothly When
you can stick with a project for
a steady week, he explained.
Hire are some of his reasons:
-If you lack a tool, board or
a piece of molding, you can run
to the supply store and pick it
up,unlike a weekend when ev-
erything you need to proceed is
in a store that is closed and
you just try to continue the job
with whatever is at hand about
White Enamol—Itokod On To Lost!
Yew need na special toots to put
up prepointed. rnaintortance fro.,
ALUMINUM GUTTER end DOWN-
SPOUT on your home
Everything ilips together
easily No soldering nec•s-
serf. we provide you with
full instruction folders
Bring
save as much as 8100
measurements in and
We made a special deal with the manufacturer
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-You can figure lumber and
paint needs accurately, a better
alternative than under-
estimating the boards or paint
you need, or even buying wrong
things that can't be exchanged
that day.
-You need not hurry the job
and there is less chance of an
accident. You can take your
time using a power tool, saw or
hammer.
-There aren't as many kibit-
zers around during the week.
Your friends are at their jobs
and the children are at sale.'
or at play.
-It provides you with the op-
parkway to make a plan and to
take the proper time to execute
it. If you don't understand how
to proceed you don't have to
rush into it. You may want to
refer to a book to see how the
experts hang a door or put in a
window rather than relying on
guess work. . -
-You can get a good night's
sleep and start off in a good
humor, instead of beginning
your project at the .crack of
dawn and working half through
the night as you might on -a
weekend or on an after-work
project.
- -Working during the week
can cut costs because you can
rent a tool and return it before
the day is out. And you can
more likely get tools you need
because there is less demand
on them at the rental place. It
also gives you the opportunity
of borrowing your neighbor's
ladder or power tools while he
is away on his job.
The most important thing
about working for a long
stretch on one project may be
the utter satisfaction that you
get, out of actually seeing it
completed before you are tired
.r looking at it, this do-it-your-
selfer points out.
Even though he resents
people's pointing out some of
his obvious shortcuts, no one is
more aware orthem than he is,
he says. Pressed for time, he
has had no choice, he main-
tains. It is often a matter of
doing the project that way or
not at all.
More relaxed work habits
make you tnore popular with
the family, he has decided. He
was a bear around his children
on weekends, he said. He un-
fairly resented their desires to
be with him when be was at
home because he was always
trying to make a little progress





What's new on the market'
THE PRODUCT — A ready -
to-use spackling paste that is
compatible with water-based
paints.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this product does not contain
asbestos and is non-toxic as de-
fined in the Federal Hazardous
Substances Act that it is
fast-drying and self-sizing .
that it offers unusual resistance
to shrinking and cracking dur-
ing and after drying ... that it
goes on Smoothly, sands easily
and cleans up with warm water
before drying ... that it differs
from many spackling materials
in its compatibility with water-
based paints and that it does
not bleed through and discolor-
paints ... and that it resists sag-
ging when applied to vertical
surfaces.
THE PRODUCT - A non'
spatter pad painter.
Manufacturer's claim - Viz(
the pad painter can cover more
rea per paint immersion than
ither brushes or rollers ... that
ts special absorbent pad holds
the paint at any angle without
dripping that it easily gets
into corners, with its scientific
pad edging eliminating the
need for masking ... that its
features include a hand-con-
toured grip which easily ad-
j sts to any painting angle and
threaded handle for extension
poles ... and that ,the finished
product more closely resembles
smooth brush strokes than the
effect created by rollers.
(Home do-it-yourselfers v,
'nd much valuable informati,r,
in Andy Lang's handbook:
Practical Home Repairs.
hich can be obtained by send -
tng Bo x$51 ,50T etaon ethic ki Nn sop7awpe r a'
ufactured by Bordern Chem-
ical, 180 East Broad St., Colum-
bus, Ohio 43215; the pad painter
by Tip Top Brush Co., 151 West
Side Ave., Jersey City, N.J.
07305; and the hydraulic grout
by Standard Dry Wall Prod-




Or, if you're working with a
pre-pasted wallcovering.
roll it into a water tray
(available from wallcovering
retailers). In either case,
make sure you follow the
manufacturer's instructions
for mixing, time wallcover-
ing should be immersed in
water, etc.
• Fold the strip, wet side
to wet, top and bottom, to-
ward center. Carry it to the
wall.
• Line the strip up with
the plumb-line and let the
excess margins extend at
Felling and baseboard. Use
brush in vertical stokes to
press to the wall. Move air
pockets to the ' edge and
out.
Now the next strip. Just
butt the edges. Don't over-
lap, and avoid stretching.
Roll the seams lightly with
the seam roller.
• Wash off excess paste
on wallcovering and wood-
work as you finish each
Strip.
• After two or three
strips are up, trim excess
wallcovering at ceiling and
baseboard, and continue
hanging.
• Corners are rarely
straight, so when you come
to one, cut the strip to
cover it extending 1/2 inch
"-Ion- to the next wall: IT this
feaves you wish a strip
wider than 3 inches. fine.
You'll use it to start in on
the new wall.
Hang the left-over strip,
or a full, new strip right
into the corner. Nobody
will ever notice a slight pat-
'tern mis-match in corners
. . not even you! • '
However, if you're deal-
ing with a discernible hori-
zontal pattern., you must
make sure the new strip
line's up horizontally with
the motifs on the adjoining
wall.
• Use diagonal cuts to get
a trim fit around windows,
doors, and at corner ceiling
and baseboard levels.
• Cut out wallcovering
strips over switches and
outlets, so the plates will
cover the edges. -
Full and abundantly illus-
trated instructions are
available from the Wallcov-
ering -Information Bureau.
1099 Wall Street West.
Lyndhurst. N.J. 07071.




If you raise zinnias or roses
you have probably noticed a
gray to white film. This is pow-
dery mildew, a common fungus
disease that is unsightly.
The disease will also attack
many other plant species, in-
cluding crab apple and English
oak. It can strike fairly early in
the season if spring weather is
dry but mostly it happens in
late summer or early fall, when
you may find small black dots
visible on the powdery growth.
Plant pathologists recom-
mend both cultural and chem-
ical control practices. They ad-
vise that maintaining conditions
that favor fast drying of foliage
will reduce occuttrence of pow-
dery mildew. Another bit of ad-
vice is to plant susceptible
flowers in open areas where
they will not be crawded.
Plants in shady areas are more
prone to powdery mildew than
those growing in the sun.
So prune in summer to thin
out dense foliage, avoid nightly
sprinkling of plants in August
and September and soak the •
soil instead as needed.
When signs of the disease ap-
pear, .apply fungicides and re-
peat at 10 to 14-day intervals.
Effective controls include sul-
phur, Benlate and Katharthane.
But because sulphur and Kath-
arthane may injure plants at
above 85 degrees, do not apply
in hot daytime.
New Garded Teel-
A Texas man, Jim Lang, has
developed a hand-held, spring-
loaded lawn aerator that
bounces_ up and down on the
lawn, punching four-inch deep
holes each time it goes down.
The springs force the aerator to
bounce back up again.
Lang calls his item the "Pogo
Soil Aerator." He says it will
cut water and fertilizer costs
sharply. It is fine for golf
courses, he contends, because it
won't leave clods on the sur-
face as some aerators do. The
item sells for about $15.
Elm at the Capitol
Planted at the nation's Capi-.
tol grounds on Arbor Day was
a disease-resistant hybrid elm
tree donated by the (.'ary Ar-
boretum of .the New York Bot-
anical Garden. It was a Sap-
poro Autumn Gold variety de-
veloped originally at the Uni-
versity of-Wisconsin frotr ',Ina-
neSe and Siberian elm sto.-z
Dutch elm disease and other




say a recent survey indicated
that of the 100 million public
street trees in the United
States, 2.5 million are being
lustannually due to disease and
urban stresses, and only 25 per
cent of 'the losses are being re-
placed, mostly due to lack of
funding.
John A. Wott, Purdue Univer-
sity extension home environ-
ment horticulturist, notes that
the Siberian elm 11.11mus pu-
mnilai is being pushed as a re.
placement for 'the American
elm. He reports that "this fast-
growing native of Eastern Si-
beria and northern China is
weak-wooded and may be dev-
astated by wind or ice storms.
It is also somewhat weedy a;,ct
is not a recommended tree far
planting where other good
types, such ds' red or su,...zo-
maple or oaks, may begrown."
Wott said the Siberian elm
had little seasonal ,interest 'Or
color but was a fine temporary
screen or good where there was
poor dry soil..
While highly resistant to
Dutch elm 'disease,italoliage is
often disfigured by the elm leaf
_beetle and thus provides little
shade in late summer, Wott
adds.
( Pogo Aerator: Jim Lang,
Bak 2201, Wichita Falls, Texas
76307.)
Lawn wafering should be, ad-
justed according to the weath-
er, advises the Colorado State
University Extension Service.
After a heavy rain, don't give
the lawn its regular watering
until the grass needs it. Auto-
matic sprinkling systems
should be shut off until needed
again, the extension says.
1  Harmon Carpenter Shop?Aura ), Dri‘e-ln Entrance
Now Is The Time
To Install RUSCO
Storm Windows and
Super Seal Storm Doors





In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters 'Etc
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
Remodeling a kitchen? Building
a home? Let the Design
Specialists at Ward-Elkins plan
your new klichen using custom
built cabinetry from Coppes-
Nappance, Merillat, Raygold,
Riviera or Kitchen Kompact. No
matter what your style
preference might be — Con-
temporary. . . Colonial. . . or
Traditional, we have them all
Choose from Walnut, Cherry,
Ash, Maple, Pine or Wormy
Chestnut. Stop by our modern
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To 6-5 Win Over Braves
ATLANTA ( AP) — Jerry
Miunphrey, whose second of
two run-scoring doubles
clinched the St.., houii
Cardinals' 6-5 victory over the
Atlanta Braves Monday night,
credited Atlanta-Fulton
County Stadium with his
hitting prowess.
"I hit well here," he said.
The ball carries here. Those
weren't bad pitches. I had
good swings at both of them."
' His first hit broke a 2-2 tie in
the third inning which had
been created by a pair of two-
run homers in the first inning
by Garry Templeton of the
Cards and Jeff Burroughs of
he Braves.
Templeton had four hits,
including a home run, a triple
and two singles. He said he
thought about trying to hit for
the cycle by going for a two-






VIA Lnaurance . 25 11
Paradise Kennel fl 14
Smiths Poultry 17 19
Tower SportsCenter 17 19
Keys Used Cars 14 22
McCuiston Auto Elec. 13 23
High Team Game t SC )
MFA Insurance 600
Smiths Poultry 377
Tower Sports Center 576
High Team Game
Tower Sports Center - 799
MFA InsOrance 705
Tower Sports Center 765
High Team Series (SC)
Paradise Kennel 1667
Tower Sports Center 1639
MFA Insurance 1607
High Team Series (HC
Tower Sports Center 2278
Paradise Kennel 2261
MFA Insurance 2162
































"we were winning by just one
run and I didn't wan; to take
any chances.
"I'm satisfied with the year
I'm having but I don't have
any specific goals. If you set
goals, you start reaching for
them and usually end up not
making them," he added.
Burroughs, who has hit
safely in 15 straight games
and has had one homer in each
of the last four, said,
"Everybody has a streak in
baseball. You can't space your
home runs every three games.
That's the way the game is."
Although the Cardinals
scored three runs in the third,
the Braves tied it up again in
the fifth, at 5-5, on a three-run
homer by Cito Gaston.
Lou Brock's walk with one
out in the sixth set the stage
for Mumphrey's game-
winning double.
The winning pitcher, Tom
Underwood, 6-6, had already
left the game for a pinch hitter
earlier in the inning. Max
Leon, 4-4, was the loser.
Clay Carroll and Butch
Metzger, who earned his third
save, each pitched two innings
of shutout ball for the Cards.
"I was pleased with the
relief pitching by Carroll,"
said Cards Manager Vern
Rapp. "I wanted two innings
out of him, since this was his
third tithe Out iii foiii days,
and he gave me two good
ones."
Out For Seasom
SEATTLE ( AP) — The
Seattle Sounders will be
without center back Dave
Gillett for the last two games
of the season against Hawaii
Thursday and Los Angeles
Sunday.
A spokesman for the North
American Soccer League club
shad Monday that Gillett is
being suspended from the Los
Angeles game as a result of
his ejection from the game
against Rochester last
Saturday. He has
accumulated 19 points in
penalties, one over the limit,
and was suspended as a result.
V. 
or- ts
Mrray Ledger & Times




Lyman Bostock isn't looking
for a walk when he gets up to
the plate.
"I've always thought you
swing at anything in the strike
zone," says the Minnesota
center fielder. "I don't give
the pitchers much of a chance
to walk me."
Kansas City pitchers might
have been better off to issue
Bostock a free pass Monday
night. He went 3-for-4, banging
out a home run, double and
single and raising his batting
average to .343 while knocking
in four runs as the Twins
clubbed the Kansas City
Royals 9-5.
"Lyman is one of the finest
hitters in 4he game,— said
Twins Manager Gene Mauch.
"There is absolutely no
restriction in his swing. He's a
very intense player:"
The victory was
Minnesota's 12th in its last 16
games as the Twins moved
ahead of Kansas City into
second place in the American
League West, 442 games
behind the Chicago White Sox.
In other AL games Monday,
Toronto nipped Milwaukee 3-2,
Texas defeated Chicago 11-6
and California downed New
York 4-1.
Bostock's hitting was
backed by 3 2-3 scoreless
innings of pitching by reliever
Tom Johnson. Johnson picked
up his 12th save of the season
while preserving Geoff Zahn's
10th victory against eight
losses.
Orioles 5, A's 1
Kiko Garcia And pinch-
hitter Andre Mora blasted
home runs to lead Baltimore
over Oakland. The victory
gave the Orioles a one-half
game lead over Boston in the
American League East race.
Rudy May, 12-9, tossed a
nine-hitter fop the Orioles,
posting his 100th career
victory, but needed last-out
help from reliever Dick
Drago.
Blue Jays 3, Brewers 2
Ron Fairly's 200th career
homer — a three-run shot in
the sixth inning — lifted
Toronto past Milwaukee.
Fairly lined the two-out pitch
from loser Lary Sorensen, 2-5,
over the right field fence for
his 14th home run of the
season: • -
The four-bagger gave rookie
Jim Clancy, 1-1, his first
major league victory.
Rangers 11, White Sox 6 •
Jim Sundberg drove in three
runs with a home run, a single
and a squeeze bunt; • and
scored four times as Texas
tied a major league record
with -eight sacrifices in its
victory over Chicago.
The eight sacrifices, five on
bunts and three on flies, tied a
record held by four other
teams.
Winner Gaylord Perry, 10-8,
ran his string of scoreless
innings to 23 before the White
Sox knocked him out of the
game with three runs in the
bottom of the sixth.
•Angels 4, Yankees 1
„Ken Brett's six-hitter gave





Racers Will Be Picked High In Poll
It's like election night when the first few returns from
around the country begin to trickle in and are shown on the
• network television screens.
The football schedules are beginning to trickle in, the Big
M Club has its first meeting tonight, Murray High gets its
headgear this afternoon, Calloway County is having
practice for its jayvee and freshman teams and Murray
State...
In less than two weeks, the Racers will be on the artificial
turf at Stewart Stadium and ready to go to work twice a
day. In Saturday's column, we took a look at the part of the
offense that always gets the glory: the backfield.
The folks on the offensive line didn't get much glory last
%par. And neither did anyone in the backfield. The glory
went to the defense and things will be almost the same this
year.. .as far as the defense is concerned.
But before looking at what should be one of the top
defensive units in the league this season, let's look a little
bit more at the offense, which will be the most improved in
the league this season.
Seven interior offensive line will return incllidiFig Den
Hutchison, Jim Jez, Mike Shields, Bruce Raley, Mike
RaWls, Mark,Robinsonand Cecil Wolberton, who has been
moved from center to a tackle position.
In addition, junior college transfer Jerry Lee of
Russellville, who sat out last season, has returned to the
squad and will move from fullback to a guard spot.
Two new jucco recruits will add depth. They include
tackle-center Dennis Waddell and guard Reggie Pope. The
most promising freshman recruit is center Doug Town of
Paducah Tilghman.
Though there was not much scoring in the spring game,
one need only remember the downpour which lasted
throughout the game to realize something very simple: the
average football fan could tell very little about what went
on.
The average football fan was sitting up under the
pressbox, trying to stay out of the rain. But the coaching
staff was right there on the sidelines and they feel confident
about what they saw in the spring game from the offensive
line. And with some added depth supplied by the new
recruits, the offense could be potentially explosive.
See Marjorie Major
Travel Consultant
FAR LANDS TRAVEL, AGEtfC1
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTAU,
AU YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 'It_Ziamisii6
No Charge by es.
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The only problem area in the offense could be at tight end.
David Thomas, who led the Racers in receiving last year,
returns. After that, it will be three freshman trying to add
depth. None of the freshman played tight end in high school
and so the coaching staff is hoping Thomas stays healthy.
The three freshman_ tight.ends include Craig Roby, a 6-4
former quarterback out Houston County, Tn.; Chris
Robbins, a fullback-linebacker out of Indianapolis; and
Randy Allen, a wideout from Cincinnati. All are over 6-2
and 215 pounds. In addition, they all have good speed.
There will be no problem at the wide receiver positions as
Gary Brum, Jeff Braaten and Larry Foxwell all return in
addition to redshirt Keith Swearingen who played in the
spring game.
It has been simply a tradition at Murray State that the
defense is going to be strong. Tradition will stand for
another year.
Four lettermen, Sam Franklin, Bill Shannon, John Farris
and Jeff Parks, all retffrnIt'Adefensive end spots while at the
tackle positions, there are four lettermen and one redshirt.
The lettermen include Bruce Martin, Jeff Boyd, Chuck
Marquess and Dennis McGee. The redshirt is Jeff Gardner,
a former All-Stater from Evansville.
Six lettermen are back at linebacker spots including
Bobby Craig; Kevin Whitfield, Willie Wilson, Tony Boone,
David _Reagan and Steve Maxwell. Added to the group are
redshirts Mike Cukierski and Mike Basiak along with .
freshman recruit Paul Miner of Henry County.
Captain Eddie McFarland, who has twice been on the All-
OVC team and last year was an academic All-American,
heads up the secondary. Jimmy O'Connor is back at strong
safety and in addition, there are Roy Hackley and Doug
Shelton to add depth. In addition, freshman recruits in the
secondary include Billy Lewis of Hopkinsville, Tim Tyler of
Fort Lauderdale, Billy Rackley of Barberton, Ohio, and
Bud Foster of Nokomis, Ill.
In all, there will be 22 newcomers to the football team at
MSU. Fourteen of that total are freshmen.
The OVC Press Day will be held next Wednesday at
Nashville.
Pre-season All-Conference picks along with the predicted
order of finish by the coaches will be released.
Here's the way Bill Furgerson voted: 1. Eastern
Kentucky 2. Tennessee Tech 3. Western Kentucky 4. Middle
Tennessee 5. Austin Peay 6. East Tennessee 7. Morehead.
Coaches could nit vote for their own clubs.
In all 'likelihood, Eastern will be the favored team and
Murray along with Tech should be neck and neck for the
second spot. Western will definitely be behind Murray and
Tech.
Unofficially, the football season kicks off two weeks from
Friday as the West Kentucky Coaches' Association Football
Jamboree will be held in Stewart Stadium. Trigg County,
Reidfand, Murray High, Caldwell County, Heath and Lone
Oak are definitely entered in' the field while Henry County




New York as he Out-dueled the
Yankees' Catfish Hunter, 6-6.
It was the third straight
victory for Brett, 94.
• 50 Free Agents Still
Unsigned By NBA Clubs
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
National Basketball
Association players are
finding that free agency is not
all it was cracked up to be.
Most of the 55 players who
became free agents at the
close of last season have
discovered little interest in the
marketplace for their talents.
Only three have changed
teams. Two signed with their
old clubs. The rest sit and wait
— anxiously, since training
camp is barely more than a
Bengals Will Be Firing
More Bombs This Season
WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP)
- Quarterback Ken Anderson
will be passing deeper this
football season when the
Cincinnati Bengals unveil a
new wrinkle in their offense
aimed at taking advantage of
an outstanding corps of
receivers.
The new look, which gives
wide receivers longer pass
routes, has been. hailed by
speedy wide receiver Isaac
Curtis, the perennial All Pro,
who last year caught only six
touchdown passes.
"I think it'll free me up a
little bit," said Curtis as the
club readies for its first
preseason game Saturday at
Green Bay.
"Teams can't stand back
there and catch us anymore,"
Curtis continued. "The
linebackers used to be able to
take away the little hooks and
turnouts. Now a lot of our
patterns go beyond the
linebacker drops. Teams can't
take away everything like
that.",
Along with Curtis, the
Bengals also boast break-
away speed from Billy Brooks
and John McDaniel, who set a
club record with nine
receptions for 201 yards last
year against the Oakland
Raiders.
As part of the transition,
running backs will be
venturing a few yards further
downfield before catching the
football, according to Bengals
coaches, while Anderson will
be taking a deeper drop
behind the scrimmage - line
before throwing the ball. •
Offensive linemen are being
asked to sustain their blocks a
full second longer to allow
receivers ,to penetrate the
secondary.
The change has been
brought about by a
dissatisfaction with the way
the team performed in third
down situations. Last season,
the Bengals ranked 12th in the
National Football League in
that department.
The Bengals converted 71 of
186 third down situations into
first downs for a 38.2 per cent
efficiency.
"Our results in third down






director of the NBA Players
Association, is not happy
about this lack of movement
and has raised the possibility
of court action unless the
situation improves.
"We're all concerned and
unhappy," Fleisher said
Monday. "I'm not certain
where it's going to lead."
One place might be the
courtroom of U.S. District
Judge Robert L Carter. He's
the judge who approved the
long-term agreement signed
last year between the NBA
and its Players Association.
Under that agreement, a
player got the right to play out
the final year of his contract
and kecome a free agent, but
through the 1980 season any
team signing such a free agent
must give his old team
compensation. If the clubs
can't agree on compensation,
then Commissioner Larry
O'Brien makes the decision.
The first free agent to
change hands this winter was
Len' Robinson,. the muscular
young forward who went from
Atlanta to New Orleans,
signing a four-year contract
for a repotted $1.6 mac*. 'The
clubs have been unable to
agree on compensation, but
O'Brien has not yet made a
ruling.
Would a decision by the
commissioner on the Robinson
compensation issue open up
the free agent logjam?
"That works on the
assumption that there is
legitimacy on the part of the
clubs," said Fleisher, "and
that one of the reasons they're
not signing players is that they
don't know what kind of
compensation they're going to
have to pay. I'm not convinced
that's the only reason they're
not signing players. I think
that's one of two reasons. The
other is that they simply don't
want to sign any players."
-That is why Fleisher is
considering legal action. He
feels the agreement between
the NBA and the Players
Association, which had been
hailed as a landmark among
sports-labor pacts, is being
violated.
Of the 55 free agents at the
end of last season, Robins%
went from Atlanta to New
Orleans, Jamaal Wilkes
moved from Los Angeles to
Golden State and Glenn
Hansen went from Kansas
City to New Orleans. The
Kings will receive a draft
choice as compensation for
Hansen, a reserve guard-
forward. The case of Wilkes, a
first-rate forward, is
unresolved and may wind up
before O'Brien.
Randy Smith, Buffalo's all-
star guard, played out his
option but then signed a
lucrative long-term contract
with the Braves. Foots Walker
signed with his old club,
Cleveland, last week.
That leaves 50 free agents
unsigned as of today.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK — Rookie
pitcher Don Aase, who won his
first two starts after being
called up from Rhode Island
by the Boston Red Sox, was
named American League
Player of the Week.
Aase „, allowed only
two earned runs and 12 hits
while striking out 18 and








EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!
Passbook Accounts may add to Of withdraw A any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum.
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Drug Charges Costly To
Pair Of Miami Lineman
By The Misdated Press
Randy (' Crowder and Don
Reese, the Miami Dolphins
linemen who were suspended
last May when they were
arrested on drug charges,
have been placed on waivers.
The team responded
Monday to an order by the
National Football League's
Player-Club Relations
Committee that the two be
traded, reinstated or waived.
Crowder and Reese were
suspended after their arrests.
They argued that their.
suspensions were unfair
because they hadn't yet been
proven guilty.
Any team that picks the
players up would have to pay
the Dolphins a third-round
draft choice or work out some
other mutually satisfactory
compensation.
In other NFL training




surgery on his knee. Three




The first meeting this
season for the Big M Club will
be held tonight at 6330 p. m. at
the Triangle Inn.
Among the items to be
discussed will bt the
upcoming Kickoff Barbecue in
addition to several other
Important areas of discussion,
All members of the Big M












constricted area that was
pressing on a nerve.
Doctors said Wright would
be out of action for at least two
months. His convalescence,
coupled with the.retirement of
veteran guard Blaine Nye. has
been a major headache for the
Cowboys.
At Gteen Bay, 11-year
veteran offensive lineman Bob
Hyland, the last active link to
the Green Bay Packer
championship teams of the
Vince Lombardi era, was
placed on waivers at his own
request.
"Bob felt he wasn't making
the progress that he felt he
should be making and that we
did," said Bart Starr, the
team's coach and general
manager who quarterbacked
the Lombardi-coached
Packers to three consecutive
NFL championships in the
mid r960s.
The Packers signed guard
Tom Lyons, a free agent who
was released two weeks ago
by the Denver Broncos, to
replace Hyland.
In another development, the
Packers announced the
retirement of quarterback
Don Milan, who has been
plagued by injuries.
Brad Van Pelt, who'd
played out ,the option year of
his contract with the ,New
York Giants, then reported
nine days late for camp,
agreed to terms with the club.
Giants operations director
Andy Robustelli said Van Pelt
would play on a multiyear
contract.
Player Of TN Month
TOKYO (AP) — Willie
Davis, the 36-year-old former
 San Diego Padrestslugger, has
been named player of the
month by Japan's Central
League.
Davis, who is playing his
first year of professional
baseball with the Chunichi
Dragons, cracked 25 hits and
scored 21 RBI in the month of
July, the league said Monday.
He had two triples, three
doubles and 10 home runs,
including a two-run shot that
capped his best game of the
month against the Yaknit
Swallows Sunday night at
Nagoya ball park.
His batting average for the
month was .357. He is the third
foreign player to win the
league's most valuable player
distinction.
LEGION WINNERS — The swards lismgeet for the Mornay American legion besied tom was hold ever the weekend. feam left
to right ors Mn. Cleo Sykes, Mr. Sykes, the manager for the Ni.; Mickey McCeistes, lest Defensive Player Award; Tommy
Chavis, Most Ramble Player Award; Jeff Oakley, lest Missive Meyer sward; BIN Cherry, who helped as an assistant conch;
and Randy Oliver, head coach.
(Staff Mete by M. Modes)
Foster Keys Reds Past




turard home plate and saw
taorge Foster in the batter's
box, waving a bat that looked
like a king-size war club.
"I just didn't want to give
him anything to hit," said the
Chicago Cub relief pitcher.
He didn't. He walked the
streaking Cincinnati hitter in
the tense eighth-inning
situation and decided to take
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More than 80 aspiring young
golfers are expected to par-
ticipate Thursday in the
Junior Invitational tour-
nament scheduled at the
Murray Country Club.
The tournament was won
last year by Kenny Perry, a
15-year-old member of the
Lone Oak High School golf
team with a two-under-par 70
for the 18 holes played. One
stroke back at 71 was Lynn
Sullivan, son of Murray Pro
and Mrs. 'Jimmy Sullivan.
Nine holes will be played by
participants 10 and 11 years of
age, while all others will be
required to go the full 18-hole
route.
Al Jones and Mrs. Linda
Jones are in charge of the
tournament, and Mrs. Jones
said entries will be accepted
as late as Wednesday evening.
Her telephone number is 753-
7860, and the tournament is
open to all junior golfers in the
area.
Meanwhile, in the club's
junior golf program, Scotty
Orr was low among the boys 14
years of age and older last
Thursday, while Craig
Crawford was the medalist
among the 12 and 13-year-olds.
In the 10 and 11-year-old class,
Wege Rushing was the low
player among the girls, while
Jeffrey Garrott was low in the
boys' competition.
In the 8 and 9-year-old
group, Elizabeth Oakley was
low among the girls, while
Chuck Baker was the boys'
medalist. They played six
holes.
In the 7 years and under,
Bill Fandrich and Jon












with hot homemade Blueberry.."4-Tns
his chances with Dan
Driessen.
It was the right move for
Reuschel, but the results
turned out all wrong for the
Cubs. Driessen smashed a tie-
breaking triple that started
the Reds to a 7-6 victory
Monday night.
It was no consolation for
Reuschel that the Reds
thought he did the proper
thing 46avoiding Foster. The
Cincinnati left fielder had
driven" in four earlier runs
with a pair of two-run homers,
boosting his major league-
leading totals to 34 homers
and 102 RBI.
"If I was a pitcher, I
wouldn't be pitching to
Foster," said Driessen. "I'd
rather pitch to me."
In other National League
action, the New York Mets
tripped the Los Angeles
Dodgers 8-7 in 12 innings; the
Houston Astros edged the
Pittsburgh Pirates 4-3 in 11
innings; the St. Louis
Cardinals turned back the
Atlanta Braves 6-5 and the San
Francisco Giants routed the
Montreal Expos 9-2.
Pedro Borbon hurled 2 2-3
innings in relief of Tom Seaver
to earn the victory for
Cincinnati. Foster's home
runs both came after two-out
walks to Joe Morgan, in the
first and third innings.
After Driessen's eighth-
inning triple scored Foster to
snap a 5-5 tie, Driessen scored
on Johnny Bench's single.
That turned out to be the
eventual winning run after
Bill Buckner hit a homer in the
Chicago ninth.
Mets 8, Dodgers 7
Joel Youngblood's run-.. .
scoring pinch single in the
bottom of the 12th lifted New
York over Los Angeles. The
loss ended a five-game
winning streil for the
runaway leaders in the
National League West.
Ron Cey drove in five runs
for Los Angeles with a single,
triple and homer and Steve
Garvey also had a home run.
Astros 4, Pirates 3
Jose Cruz slammed Rich
Gossage's first pitch into the
right field seats in the bottom
or the 11th to lift Houston over
Pittsburgh. Mark Lemongello
went the distance or Houston
as theAstros beat the Pirates
for only the fifth time in their
last 21 games.
Gossage pitched three
innings of hitless relief before
yielding Cruz,:12th homer.
Cardinals 6, Braves 5
Jerry Mumphrey broke a tie
in the sixth inning with his
second run-scoring double of
the game, boosting St. Louis'
over Atlanta. Mumphrey's
first hit, in the third inning,
broke a 2-2 tie that had been
created by a pair of two-run
homers in the first by Garry
Templeton of the Cards and
Jeff Burroughs of the Braves.
Major League Standings




Balt 60 44 .577
Boston 58 43 .574
N York 58 46 .558
Detroit 46 55 .455
Milwkee 46 58 .442
Cleve 44 56 .440
Toronto 36 66 .353
West
Chicago 62 39 .614
Minn 60 46 .566
K.C. 56 44 T560
Texas 55 45 .550
Calif 48 53 .475
Seattle 46 61 .430
Oakland 42 61 .408
Monday's Results
Toronto 3, Milwaukee 2
Minnesota 9, Kansas City 5
Texas 11, Chicago 6
California 4, New York 1
Baltimore 5, Oakland 1
Only games scheduled
- Tuesday's Games
Cleveland (Eckersley 9-8 and
Garland 7-12) at Milwaukee
(Caldwell 2-5 and Rodriguez 1-
4), 2, (t-n)
Kansas City (Hassler 6-3- at
Minnesota (Thormodsgard 7-8 .
(n)
Texas (Alexander 11-6' at
Chicago (Kravec 7-3), (n
New York (Torrez 9-10 at
California (Hartzell 4-6




TorOnto at Kansas ('it) -
Texas at Chicago, In)
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Detroit at Minnesota, n
Boston at Seattle, ( n1
Baltimore at Oakland, r'
New York at California.
-• Jutaglito—ik.
Giants 9, Expos 2
Willie McCovey's grand
slam homer keyed a live-run
third inning and he added a
solo shot in the seventh to
carry San Francisco past
Montreal.
John Montefusco went the
route for the Giants, giving up
10 hits and-striking out 10.
Sports Deals




Placed on waivers Keith
Jenkins and Clifton Sullivan,
defensive backs, and Michael
Pagh, tight end.
DETROIT LIONS — Placed
on waivers Sonny Anderson,
defensive Nick, and Alonzo
Emery, running back.
- GREEN BAY-PACKERS —
Placed on waivers -Bob
Hyland, tackle:
NEW YORK GIANTS —
Signed Brad Van Pelt,
linebacker; cut Bill Rice and
Dan Smith, tackles; Bob
Mitch and Don Brwidridge,
defensive backs; Dean
Gissler, defensive end; Jere
Brown, linebacker; John
Jaysquot, guard; Walter
Tullis, wide receiver and Jose
Martinez, kicker.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS —
Signed Ray White, linebacker,
to a series of one-year
contracts; signed Mike







pitcher, from Salt Lake City of
the Pacific Coast League;




pitcher, to Toledo of the
International League; called
up Larry Andersen, pitcher,
from Toledo.
SEATTLE MARINERS —
Traded Stan Thomas, pitcher,
to the New York Yankees for
an unspecified amount of
money or a player to be
named later; Thomas has




















412 Houston 49 57 154°6532 17',2
51, S Fran 48 58 .453 18'2
612 S Diego 45 62 .421 22
14 Atlanta 37 66 .359 28
19 Monday's Results
21 San Francisco 9, Montreal 2
Si. Louis 6, Atlanta 5
New 8, Los Angeles 7,12
flings
scinnati 7, Chicago 6 •
Houston 4, Pittsburgh 3, 11
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco ( Knepper 4-41
at Montreal (Rogers 11-9), In)
4-6), (n)
( Owchinko 3-7 i at
Philadelphia (Lerch 6-3 or Kaat
4
St. Louis (Urrea 3-31 at At-
lanta (Niekro 10-12 ), In
Chicago (Bonham 9-10 at
Cincinnati (Soto 1-0 ), In
Los Angeles (John 11-41 at
New York (Koosman 8-101, (T)
Pittsburgh (Rooker 9,5) at
Houston (Larson 0-4), n
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at New York
San Francisco at Montreal.,
In)
San Diego at Philadelphia,
In)
St Louis at Atlanta, In)
o at Cincinnati., )
urgh at Houston, n
National League
East
GB W L Pct.
Chicago:2.2 ppihttsii  60 42 .588;
59 43 .578
S Louis 579 485 155°43712'z
N York 44 58 
.46614 Montreal 48 55
14 .431
23 West
CL°inscAni g " 3952 51
- Pitts
Vilas Crushes Dibbs In
Louisville Tennis Play
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Throw out the first set and it
becomes even more obvious
that Guillermo Vilas was at




After struggling with his
game in losing the first set, the
top-seeded Vilas rolled past
second-seeded Eddie Dibbs of
Miami, Fla., 14, 6-0, 6-1
Monday night to capture the
$20,000 winner's purse.
For Vilas, who won here in
1974 and 1975, it was his third
championship in as many
weeks and his 17th
consecutive match victory.
"I was playing well in the
first set, but I was a little
slow," said Vitas. "He was
just better.
"I started running, running, 
running,"' added Vitas, "and
the faster I ran, the better I
got."
After having his service
broken three times in the first
set, Vitas began luring Dibbs
to the net and battered' his
trapped opponent with a




who earned $10,000. "He never
missed."
In an all-Australian final,
the No. 2 team of Phil Dent,
and John Alexander had an
easy time with No. 6 Cliff
Letcher and Chris Kachel. The
6-1, 6-4 verdict for Dent-
Alexander, who have won
three straight tournaments
since finishing second at
Wimbledon, netted a purse of
$7,500.
Vilas lost 30 of the 46 points
contested in the first set, but
was 57-29 on points thereafter.
And yet, the match wasn't that
one-sided.
Vilas and Dibbs hooked up
in some spectacular rallies,
pinning each other to the
baseline with looping
approaches. On one occasion,
the two exchanged 110 shots
during a point that lasted for
three minutes. They hooked
up 19 times on points that
carried past 30 exchanges.
Vitas, who criticized the
crowd's behavior during
Sunday's volatile semifinals,
praised the estimated 4,200
who gathered here Monday
night.
"Always they were talking
and yelling during the points
(on Sunday)," he said. "My
job is to concentrate and to
look at the ball, and tonight
they didn't talk or whistle
during those long points. If
they continue like that, they
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August 18 - 28
Louisville
ORDER TICKETS NOW
 FREEDOM HALL 
CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO•—Starring LYNN ANDERSON. Performances Friday, Aug.
19, 8,00 P.M.. EDT; Saturday, Aug 20, 2'30 and 8:00 P.M., EDT: Sunday, Aug.
21, 1:30 and 530 P.M.. •(DT. .
Send —adult tickets 0 5440 ea, tickets 0 43.00 ea:
Send child tickets 112 IL under) Q $3.00 es., tickets 0 $2.00 es.
Specify Performance Date  end Time 
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ 
 FREEDOM HALL 
WORLD'S CNRMPIONSHIP NORSE SHOW
Monday, August 22, 7:30 P.M. Thursday, August 25, 7:30 P.M.
  tickets 0 $3.00   tickets 0 $3 00
Tuesday, August 23, 7- 30 P.M. Friday, August 26. 7:30 P.M.
tickets 0 43.00   tickets 0 45 00
Wednesday, August 24, 7:30 P.M. Saturday, August 27, 8-00 P.M.
  tickets 0 43 00   tickets 0 45.00
TOTAL ENCLOSED 4 
 FREEDOM HALL 
YES — August 28, 8'00 P.M. Send tickets 01 8750 u.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ 
 STADIUM 
BAY CITY ROLLERS—Thursday, Augest GLEN CANIPBELL—Friday, Argun 19,
is, 3:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M. EDT' 3:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M. MT*
Marrow $5.50, Evening $6.50 Afternoon 0.50, Ermine $8.50
Send ___ show tickets 0 Send  show tickets lg
$ $  $ 8 
Please writy performance time  Please specify performance
TOTAL ENCLOSED - $  ' TOTAL ENCLOSED .$ 
 STADIUM 
BEACH 11043--Saturday. August 20, MARILYN McCOO A BILLY DAVIS, 11.•
3:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M., FDT• Tues., Aug. 23. 3 PA. end 8 P M., EDT
Afternoon 46.50, Evening $6.50 Afternoon WOO, firming $5.00
Send show tickets 40 Send _show tickets 48
$ 5 $ 
Please specify performance time Mute specify performance time  
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ TOTAL ENCLOSED 4 
STADIUM 
MAC DAVIS—Friday, August 26, JOHNNY CASH—Sehrulls1, F*141110 27,
3:00 P.M. find 8:00 P.M. FDT• 3:00 P.M. and 8,00 P.M. EDT
Utetnoon 45.50, fuming $6.50 Attunes* $5.50, Evening $6.50
Send  shove tickets a Send _short tickets @
$ $  S $ 
' Please specify performance time_ Please specify performance time 
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ TOTAL ENCLOSED 4 
 BROADBENT ARENA 
BUFFALO BILL'S WILD WEST SNOW —
DISCOUNT COUPONS AVAILABLE IN CARTONS OF COCA COLA '
Friday, August 26, 8 00 P M. Saturday August 27. 8 00 P.M.
tickets (if $3 50 $  tickets GP 53 50 4  
Saturday, August 27. 2:30 P.M. Sunday. August 28, 1 30 P M.
 tickets 0 $3.50 4   tickets 0 $3 50 4 
Sunday, August 28. 5:30 P M.
_tickets 0 8350 4 
All Swaim Gummi Admlulee TOTAL ENCLOSED S
ORDER YOUR ADVANCE DISCOUNT GATE ADMISSION TICKETS WITH YOUR SHOW'
TICKETS. GATE TICKETS MUST SE PURCHASED FOR EVERY FAIRGROUNDS
ENTRANCE. These special discount tickets can only be ordered with Uvulae slow
tickets and ere good only the same day of the performance. Only us seams
ticket per person per slwrer ticket ordered.
SENO  Adult 11 scouht Gate Admision Tickets 041.




City  Si.?.  lip 
Send s..1 b il.dCertified aim if Check or M Order for the Show and Gate Adm:ssion tickets
up; 7Bont. w2iithma stiaom,p,ed,,ii.Selicf.o,d,tky essod 402e2nyel lope to eer,..cliy C'ete T ckets
MIS
$100,000 IN FREE ENTERTAINMENT
S1.50-A-CARIOAD--Att DAY AUGUST 18
AUGUST 19 & 22-28 — 7 A.M. TO 12 NOON
ituraIMINIUMudicracem




















Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Nights after.7 p.m. 753-
9514.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into ' any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
Costal Pool Chemicals now in










that hath an ear, let him
hear what the spirit
sayeth unto the chur-
ches; 4 to him that
overcometh will I give to
eat of the hidden manna,
and will give him a
white stone, and in this
stone a new, name
written, which no man
knoweth saving he that
recei,veth it."
Revelations 22:12,
"And, behold, I come
quickly; and my reward
is with me, to give every
man according as his
work shall be." You are
invited to our Bible








and enjoy the beautiful
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3 Card Ot Thanks
WE WOULD like to thank
each and everyone for
everything they said or
did to help lighterprour
burden in losing
Donnie. We want to
thank all the nice people
who came to our home
and stayed and prayed
with us while we were
waiting for Donnie's
body to be recovered.
We especially want to
thank Bro. Bill Whit-
taker for spending so
much time with us, Bro.
Moody and Bro. Bill
Wilson for all their
prayers and Words of
comfort.
We want to thank all the
wonderful people who
brought food and sent
flowers. We are very .
grateful for all the love
offerings we received. A
special thanks to
Blalock & Coleman, the
First Baptist Church
Choir and the Montana
Mission team. May God
Bless all of you.
The family of Donnie
Williams
5 lost And Found
LOST - Black Labrador
Retriever with white
spot on chest. Was
• picked up in front of Big
John's, Murray by
person driving silver
Nova. Six to 8 weeks old.
Reward. Contact Jim
Menees at Big John's,
753-9616.
5. lost And Found
FOUND BLACK puppy
with tan marking, 3




body and paint man.
Pay based on Com-
mission. Management
opportunity may be
open in near future.
Management pay also
based on commission.
Call for appointment or
contact Gary W.
Thomas at Cadiz Bo‘ty
Shop, Highway 68 East.
Phone 522-9990 or 522-
3927.
WANTED FULL TIME





work evening shift plus
weekends. Apply in
person. Shell Station at
12th & Chestnut.
WE WANT an aggressive,
hard-working Used Car
Manager to lead our
troops in emptying the
whole lot. Swiftly. Know
current car market
values...and _personnel,
too? Here's a long-
range, high-return way




to match - yOur
credentials. Right now
write Box 32H.
COOK. Apply at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Drive,
between 9 and 5.
















up man. Call 753-6038.
DENTAL ASSISTANT -
part time, will train.
Send resume to Ledger
and Times, Box 32G.
TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter for 2"2 year















to Box 32 F, Murray.
14 Want To But
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551..





church needs a piano.
Please be good to us.
Call 474-2717.
DRESSER FOR a beauty
shop. Call 753-7541.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
GAS REFRIGERATOR




trailer. Call 753-2491 or
753-1646.
15 Articles For Sale







































I'M HERE 10 ENID THE
ENDLESS EVIL OF THE







15 Attirlef FOF Sale
'roe* • \ tomato
E t.sticks, . ,uts each.
Call 489-212', T 435-4263.
PEA SHE! 1.F.RS by
Magic Fir.ors. Shells 2
bushels hour, $9.88.




for sale. all 901-247- 7534948.
3318.
CLEANINGEST CAR-
PET cleaner ou ever
used. So eas too. Get
Blue Lustre Rent
electric Shampooer. Big
K, Be! Aire Shopping
Center.
SHUTTERS - BLACK
plastic. Sizes :3t+ through
67 inches. Inquire at
Murray Lumber
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161









worn 1 season. Size
medium. Best offer
accepted. New .' kay
guitar, never played.
Best offer accepted. Call
-753-0903.
FOR SALE - Shipping




TWIN BEDS with box
springs and mattresses.
Excellent condition. Call
753-1586 or after 5 p.m.
753-3590.
ONE USED G.E. Air
Co'nditioner, 6,000 BTU,
like new, $14.00 per
month WAC, for in-
formatiod call 753-0595.
ONE USED G.E. air
conditioner, 10.000 BTU,
like new $17.00 per
month, WAC, for in-
formation ,call 753-0597
HANNAH'S HUSBAND
Hector hates hard work
so he cleans the rugs
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electriC- shampooer,
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
USED 96 INCH, 110 watt
flourescent bulbs,
guaranteed to work, 25
cents each, Big K, call
753-8777.
OVAL BRAIDED rug for
sale, 92 x 132, $15. Fair
condition. Call 753-1733.
UTILITY POLE for




6,000 BTU. 14,000 BTU,
16,000 BT1.k. Two oval
purple accent rugs, size
36 x 634-3" fringe,
custom made draperies
I soft green), used on a
few years, 113 x 95.
White sheer glass
curtains, 46 x 95. Call
753-8077, 1 p.m.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 34"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at- .65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
startini2 at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
tityofoani insulation -
' 2.. and 1" 4 x 8 slteetS.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
star'...s at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
offi( e desks starting at
Woo. used office chair
startint: at $10.00. Steel
PIPe'..ieveral sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
UV. Fiberglass at '12
cents to 27 cents Per scl•
ft for creen houses,
patios, carports, skir-
tine for average trailer
$60 IC itoss & Tuck
Sal% mdse. Inc. P.O.
81'5 88 Mitrtin, In. 
38237,
phone !to1-587-2420. Open 
7:1'7
15. Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




NITURE. Call after 6,
DUNCAN PHYFE. dining
table with 4 chairs $50.
Maple Coffee table, $20.
Antique German clock,
$100. Used lawn mower,
(needs some repair),
$10. Call 492-8707.







dining chairs, $150. Call
753-0423.
REPOSSESSED HEAVY
duty G.E. washer &
dryer, avacodo color,
$24.00 per month WAC,




good condition. $35. Call
437-4701.
EARLY AMERICAN sofa
and chair, $50. Gold
crush velve.t
Mediterranean style
sofa, $50. Call 753-6103.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES








like new. Call 753-2406.
ART CRAFT sewing
machine, good con-





209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1,70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete- rotor tine of'
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Free lessons in
all needlearts. Time:
Monday thru Saturday
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Sunday 1-9.
19 Farm Equipment
TWO ROW idea corn
picker, rubber tired






tractor with plow, disc















Also hardware sails and
accessories. Kf. bake
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky.
WOMEN'S GOLF clubs
and carrying cart. Like
new. Call 753-8987 after 4
p.m. _
IT FIBERGLASS boat, 75
h.p. Johnson. H.D.




fishing boat, and trailer.
12 horse Elgin motor
and mini-cola trolling
motor. $375. See at 1310






A•ad Costly Name toposrl
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
limo rood tool error row 1111
poor Do rt ogo or urn. ore iolt
frolool
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
..Koti, hes, Sliver Fieh
and Shrubs
,CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








BELL & HOWARD movie
camera, Model One-
nine, Projector model
253 AX and screen.
Excellent condition. Call
753-3109.
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write
Edward Ipock Route 2,
Providence, Ky.' Phone
249-3019 or 667-5030.
FOR SALE - An original
log cabin. Over 140
years old, in excellent
condition. Call 474-2384,
TOMATO JUICERS, no
pre cooking, no pealing.






series with stand, $19.00





with 8 track. tape
recorder, am-fm stereo,
turntable and very large
speakers, $25.00 per
month WAC, for in-
formation call 753-0596,
REPOSSESSED console
T.V., G.E. 25" color,
$25.00 per month WAC,
for information call 753-
0595.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payments on 25" color
T. V. J and B Music, 753-
7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
12158 NEW MOON, 3
bedroom, underpinned,
all electric. Call 753-
9829.
MOBILE HOME 10 x 52
Vindale air conditioned
and furnished. Nice:
Price $2750. Call 753-'
2762.
12 x NI 2 bedroom mobile
home on acre lot. Near
East ElementOry.
Excellent chndition.
$8500. Call 753-0827 or
436-2130.
1973 12 x 65 Vindale with
Large expand°, super
condition. See at Riviera
Courts or call 753-3280,
before 5, or 4364524
after 6.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile borne spaces for
10 Business Rentals
OFFICE SPACE con-
sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Nant To Rent
TWO OR THREE
bedroom house or house








753-0055 after 5 p. m.
WANTED - DUPLEX or
apartment, or care for
elderly person. Two in
family, mother and
daughter. Call 753-3751.
WANT TO RENT a




32 Apartments For Rent
ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment, 1802 Olive
Street. Close to campus.
Furnished. For in-
formation call 753-4451.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM hod* in
country. Carpeted.
Fireplace, $125 month
plus, $50 deposit. Call
4364482.
THREE BEDROOM
house on 2 acres lot. 31/2
miles East of Murray.


















Dachshund, 7 weeks old,





$150 each. Call 753-5206._
38. Pets Supplies
AKC POODLE pups,
black, 1 male, one
female. $25 each. Call
436-2745.
41 Public Sales
TWO PARTY Yard Sale,
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday. 8-3 p.m. Ut-
terback Road, turn left
on 641 North next to




desk and chair, chest,
dinette set with 6 chairs.,
boys bicycle, Avon car




till 9. 1718 Holiday
Drive.
MIMS
WE HAVE listed some
choice water front
property. The water
front lots are -on the
main body of the lake.
Each has good access.
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
reasonably priced.
Also, nine acres at
Cypress. Creek. This
tract has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 753-
7531 or 753-0101 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 31/2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
98 ACRES ABOUT 9 miles
East on Highway 280




ber. Only $53,000. Nice 5
acre building lot on Hale
Road at Highway 94.
East, about 7 miles out
for $15,000. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
753-5842_









MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
EXCELLENT BUY
2 Bedroom,. 2. bath brick home with excellent
lake view. Just across the road from lake and
boat access. Excellent buy in the low 30s.
JUST LISTED
2 Excellent waterfront lots.
DONALD R TUCKER A fUll SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to St.rve You
NIGHTS WEEK ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436 5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.   753-1930
4e-ribei Multi I 5etivice and Murriz.C ..
rare, i• •
(





































































South 12th at Sy ca 'nor*
TELEPHONE 7511061
BI-LEVEL BRICK with 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, large
family room in walkout
• basement... Profession
- ally decorated and
• unique.. Flowering
trees and lovely land-
scaped lawn. We also
have a neat white
stucco.. .10 minutes from




the teens. For further
information on these














bedroom home on Main
Street. Built in 1917 and
known as the Bradley







love to show this home to
you. Give us a call at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range of real estate
services.
LAST YEAR's PRICE - 4
Bedroom brick, with 3
baths, large den with
fireplace, two stall
attached garage. You
must see to appreciate.




1.11 M 30 X 30
43 Real Estate
100' x 300' LOTS - Two
adjoining level lots on
US-641 South, near
Green Plains Road.
$2650 each. Call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744.
HOUSE AND 4'2 acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced to sell





LOT for sale on Hickory
Drive. One of a few
remaining wooded lots
within the city limits of
Murray. Price reduced
to $5,900. Call KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for courteous and
competent Real Estate
Service.
NEW LISTING - Three
bedroom, bath brick
house at 1517 Glendale.
This home is extremely
economical to cool and
heat and you would be
quite surprised at the
low utility bills. Owners
moving out of state and
home will be available
for immediate oc-
cupancy. Priced to sell






is for the person that is
looking to the future.












Rowed, reedy to ass. Or bey e U-111091 end sore. Complete sal
risk to assemble ITS up to 24s60 rtemiord, hest will priest any she
modest Shop the rest then COMO TO COIN= kilt wad bey the best
for less.





Ito 'P9. 10, mow and tow
We have the rugged law
tractors that do your mow-
ing and other yard jobs
with ease.
Ford Country...Better ideas right in
your own back yar4:
MURRAY FORD TRACTOR
753-9482 520 South 4th
43 Real Estate
801 MINERVA - At-
tractively arranged 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
veneer on beautiful
corner lot. Large sunken
living room, dining
room, den, electric heat
and air. Master
bedroom has large walk-
in closet and built-in
vanity. Approximately
1800 sq. ft. of living area
with 2-car garage and
extra large patio for
outside activities. For
more information, call






xn forth 41it Street
' rheum 733-3263
45 Farms For Sale
FOR
SALE
115 Acres of good bottom land,
located 3%1 miles South of Tri
City, Ky. on Highway 77
This property is the farm of
the late Mary,E Murdock for
more inforrnauon see or call
Billy C. Poyner, 203 Kess
Drive, Mayfield, Kentucky,
2474064 Executor of Mary E
Murtiock's Estate
46. Homes For Sale
NEARLY FINISHED
, house in country on 3
Escres. VI miles S. E. of
Murray. Good potential,
must sell. Best offer






















Shores. 3 bedroom, to





fireplace. Lots of closets
and storage. 3 car
garage, finished and pan-
neled with full bath and
pull down stairway in
garage. Has large lot IN ith
separate deed. Will se•Il
with or without extra lot.
House is 7 years old.
641,500.00 for house and
lot or $44500.00 with
the extra lot. Phone 7.53-
7940 or 436-2181
ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday, August SIb, MIS a. m., 1977
Rain or SAM. - Lunch Available
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Sole will be held at Hill Top Paso just north of Pinks. Term west .44 .4 Ilisbenry Ml (Paris and Murray
Highway) at Paris Cry Liosits onto Allison Sheet. Pratte/ west wsd moist mimed to grovel rood loading
to form residence. located kat wits of the National Omani Ammo, Istilieg.
Mr. end Mrs. lien Cultivate hove coltected antiques for 25 years wed west of these pieces hove been
used W their borne during these peers. Dee to Hat ex. of the collection, they hove decided to sell these
items it public suction. ANTIQUE FURNITURE
Mahogany English Sideboard. 2 Walnut Victorian Round Tables. Rosewood Veneer Empire Bedroom
Suite, Pennsylvania Dutch Bedroom Suite W-Bed, Dresser and Washstand, Mahogany Empire Chest,
Spool Youth Bed, Old Cord Bed, Burl Walnut Wardrobe, Walnut Dresser Base , Brown Marble Top. Brass
Pulls), Lincoln Rocker, Oak Spool Chest, Oak Wardrobe, Bentwood High Chair, Mahogany Occasional
Chair, Duncan Phyfe Sofa, Old Cedar Chest, Oak Umbrella Stand W-Spool Legs, High Back Rocker,
Framed Beveled Mirror, Slant Lid Box Desk W/Porcelain Pulls, Washstand, 4 Dining Chairs, Mahogany
Buffet, Dove Tailed Pine Chest, Round Coffee Table With Marble Top. Liquor Cabinet W/13ottle & Glass
Racks, Small Child's Desk, Straight Chairs, Victorian Carpet Rocker, Walnut Victorian Side Chair,
Cherry Side Chair, 4 Spindle Back Dining Chairs, Small Bench, 3 Dressers. Oak Secretary. Sugar Chest,
Spindle Back Platform Rocker, 2 Walnut Chest Of Drawers, English Washstand, 2 Victorian Dressers,
Solid Mahogany Card Table With Brass Spindle Base, 2 Gene Lincoln Rockers. Small Oak Buffet, Oak Cur-
ved Glass China Cabinet, Oak Combination Bookcase & Desk, Walnut Oval Drop-Leaf Table, Cane Sewing
Rocker, 2 Walnut Victorian Round Tables, 2 Cane Walnut Chairs, 4 Bentwood Chairs, 2 Child's Rockers,
Upholstered Chair, Pie Safe, Gate lag Table
GLASSWARE
2 Cut Glass Bowls, 2 Haviland lirnoge Bowls, Bavarian Bowl, painted Bowl. Precut Decanter, Water
Set W/Pitcher & 4 Glasses, 2 Cranberry Pitchers, 2 Small Vaseline rs, New Bisque Music Box, Amethyst
Bud Vase, Nippon Salt & Pepper Rakers, Opalescent Edged Fluted Disk Punch Set, Bull's Eye Berry
Bowl W/1 Small Bowls. Painted Blown Glass Candy Jar, Pr Painted Vases, 4 Place Setting Of Dishes, 3
Jewel Tea Mixing Bowls, Misc. Pieces Of Plates& Platters, Blue Vase
MISCELLANEOUS
Electric Sewing Machine Walnut Ca bariet ), Brass Floor Lamp. Pr Brass Wall Lamps. Wrought Iron
Smoking Stand, Brass Candelabra, Wool Rug, 2 Kerosene Lamp Bases, Hanging lamp. Hanging Lamp
With Prism.s. large Wood lamp Base. Pull Down Hanging lamp, Small Pin Up lamp, Quilts, linens,
Misc. Pictures And Frames, Silverplate Tableware, Wood'Chest, Silverplate Gravy Boat. Silverplate
Ladle, Misc. Silverplate Serving Spoon & Soup Spoons, RouncL Copper umorelia Holder, Velveteen
Drapes, ?Aim. Tin Boxes
For More Information Contact
Mr. 1. Mrs. lint Culliran, Paris, Tennessee - Pito. 901-642-4267
Of
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer, Lie. No. Si
Off. 239 University St. Mese 1117-4244 Martin, Tennessee
Wight Morrie I Alevemier Terry Oliver Illowilel Allevender
5574544 344-1709 344-2555...
Prefeesionelhoil %elks Nes Calmed Mem Pe.pl. To Soh The Alevender Way
.--
46 Homes For Sale
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
house. Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 753-9799.
TWO STORY house in
Hazel, 9 rooms, bath and
large garage on corner
lot. Make offer. Call 753-
7415.
BY QWNER, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 baths,
garage, large laundry
room, wall to wall
carpeting, central heat





bike, runs real good.
$125.00. Phone 354-6217.
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with




Honda' 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1973 HONDA CB 500-4.
4,000 miles. Call ‘7,53-.
6000., 'Moil` sell -this
week. $900 or best offer.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753-
9562.
9. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
1974 DODGE CLUB
Coupe, AM FM, air,
extra tank, automatic.
Asking $3900. Call 753-
1549.
1969 MUSTANG in good
condition. Located in
Stella on Lynn Lawson
Road.
1968 INTERNATIONAL,
panel truck, V-8, 4
speed, 34 ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944.
1969 NOVA Coupe, 307
motor, 2 speed,
automatic, new paint.
Call 762-4431 between 7
a. m. and 3 p. m.
.1171_CORYETTE
vertible, 4 .speed, air,
AM-FM, custom front
end and paint. Call 753-
7670.
1968 OLDS CUTLASS,
Maroon. 350 4 barrel. Air
shocks, ET spoke mags,
60's on back, 74's on
front. Good tape player
with air suspension
speakers. Runs like top.
$800. Call 753-3187.
1977 RABBIT, 4 speed, 2
door, excellent con-
dition. Call after 6 p. m.
753-0745.
JEEP WANGONEER,
1974, clean car, air, 4
wheel drive. Yellow.
$3750. Call 924-5632.
1974 VEGA Hatchback in
good condition. Can be





or 753-9828 after 5:30
p.m.
1973 DODGE, 4 wheel ,
drive, 3,4 ton truck. Call
753-5532. *
1968 BUICK Electra, fully
equipped, loaded. Open






and cattle racks. Call
753-6343.
1968 ()NE OWNER, 442
Oldsmobile. Ideal for
young man or work car.
Has not been hot rodded,
good condition. Call 492-
8697 after 5 p.m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
,h4.442/-8273 after 4*. ̂,
19 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 GRAND TORINO,
Power steering, brakes,
air, extra clean. Sell or
trade. Call 753-3496.
1960 FORD pick-up, 4 cyl.
straight shift $275.00.
1968 Chevy pick-up, 6
cyl. straight shift, good
rubber, $475.00 Phone 1-
354-6217.
1972 DATSUN 2 door, 4







Power and air $1395.
Call 489-2595.
1968 FORD % ton pickup
with cap. 1972 Ford L2
ton pickup. Both fully
equipped. Best offer on
each. Must sell. Call 759-
1054 or 753-7450.
1971 DODGE van, low
mileage. Call 1-527-8551.
1974 GRAND TORINO,
white with white vinyl





Super clean. Joy to
drive. $4750 firm. Call
753-6202 after 4.
1971 LTD, power steering
and brakes, air, tape
deck, good tires, fair
condition. $650. Call 753-
0829 after 5 p.m.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512






124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.
SMALL PULL type
camping trailer, sleeps 2
adults and 1 child. $395.
Good condition. Call 435-
4433.




SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available Open 7 days










roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim_ Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
ELECTRICAL WIRING






ficient service. NO Job





steam or dry foam
method. Servicernaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductor offer for July






or monthly. Call Ser-
vicemaster, 753-0259
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work






Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
„ L&M Blacktopping, seal








rocked al graded Rip
Rap de vered and
placed. Free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p. m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILL HAUL LIME or





coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
Dub, 474-2264.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or








437-4533 or after 8
354-8161 or 354-8138..
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




NEED TREES cut, or



















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,















Company Inc. Air con-









and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306
RENT RINSENVAC
No otitis 'do ri yeierself"
1111114111041 cleans crests as .
(AMY-
311 pound portable power-
house does all the work
-
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and




a tractson xi the cost
t YOU SAVEUP To
as.so PER ROOM
11111MW I








WILL SIT or stay with..
elderly lady day ot
'night. Call 753-3739. .
WILL DO bushogging and
level yards. Breaking
fall gardens. Call 753-
8527.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call
54 Free Column
SIX WEEK aid half
shepherd half collie•




Owner's have just reduced price $2,000 and want
offer on this pretty 3 bedroom house in the coun-
try with a big 2 acre lot. Central electric heat and
air, 2 baths, large family room with fireplace.
Decorated with custom made draperies, very at-




Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
......
Want
The Classified Ad section
having a sale on classified
1977. The Sale is open
classified page, small
long as they meet the
,.-- Ads must
s.-- No
...-'No rebate will be
All Standard
And Classified


















































SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 1977, 10:00 A.M.
106.4 ACRES OF LAND
REALTOR
SALE WILL BE HELD ON THE FARM APPROXIMATELY L4 MILE WEST OF
PILOT OAK ON HIGHWAY 94, AND APPROXIMATELY 15 MILES NORTHEAST
OF FULTON, KENTUCKY.
INSPECTION: Selling agents will be glad to show this property any day before sale
date or Thursday & Friday, August 4 & 5, between 1:00 and 4:00 P.M.
TRACT 01 499 acres of land with frontage on Hwy 94 & gravel road boundry on the west side This 2000 sq ft modem frame home has
picturesque setting among the large shade trees and a beautiful lawn Inside features include a large living room. 1 large bedrooms, 2
baths, walk-in closets, sliding passage doors, rarpet, hardwood and vinyl floor covering, electric base board and wall heaters •
The kitchen is also outstanding with nice cabinets and combination dining area, utility area and storage room Additional features in this
home are 2 in orbow.AC units drapery, storm doors and windows, pannehng and drywall throughout
Other improvements consist of a 18 x 24 ft double garage with new comp roof A 211 s 45 ft 9 crate farrowing barn with electricty and
shed on both sides, a 20 x 24 ft tobacco barn Stierazid3windbearni with 11 x 24 ft shed on one side
Fenced and cross fencgd, approximately 40 acres tillable in this tract Some rolling and some bottom First year tilled in 10 years
TRACT 52 This tract has 561/2 acres with frontage on Hwy 94 and approximately 30 acres tillable with balance in timber arid hog
pasture. spring fed water supply This tract has many possibilities being centrally located and in an area of nice farms and homes, this land
has been in a farm program for 10 years You can purchase this acreage and build your own estate
AUCTIONEERS NOTE Opportunity is here for you to Purchase a home and acreage or entire farm at this sale you will have the op-
riortundv to ow-chase goodproducuie farm land only a few miles from town with long highway frontage , I midway between Ky Lake and
Reelfoot lake, 2 claw to Murray State College and University of Ten at Martin, , 3 close to industry and employment, , 41 brayed, in a
hunters paradise 15, South Graves Water System. 6 close to school, cnurcnes, shopping
DRAWING Register for free pony with Texas saddle and bridle to be given away by owner at sale
TERMS OF SALE: 15% deposit on day of sales balance with delivery of deed or
within 30 days. Financing arrangements available by prior approval before sale
day by contacting Auctioneer-Realtor, sellers reserve the rights to combine all
tracts.
POSSESSION: Residence and garage 30 days after delivery of deed. Land and l/3
crop rent after harvest with buyer paying 1977 property taxes.
(Ainleg cilurtion & euIt Salts
COL. RUBERT AINLEY1
AUCTIONEER & REALTOR
205 W. State Line
South FOton, Tn. 479-298t
Ammissmiminimmr. 
OR WALTON AND PERCILLA BARNES, OwnersHwy. 94 (Pilot Oak) Rotite 1
Water Valley, Ky. 376-2940
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The funeral for Layman
White of Hazel is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
A. Darrell Murray and the
Rev. James L. Garland of-
ficiating. The music is by
Glenda Gallimore and Oneida
White.
Serving as pallbearers are
Joe B. Adams, Wallace
Lassiter, Jack Newport,
Edward Curd, Cecil Farris,
and Charles Wilson. Burial
will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. White, age 67, died
Sunday at 6:28 p. m at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He and his wife, the
former Naomi Jones, were
married January 22, 1927. He
was a retired farmer and
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church.
He is survived by his wife;
one daughter, Mrs. A. Darrel
Murray, Largo, Fla.; two
sons, James C. White,
Murray, and John A. White,
Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Jewel





Mrs. 011ie Mae McDougal,
age 86, died Saturday at 9:30
a. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
She was a former operator of
McDougal's Grocery at Paris,
and was a member of " a
Baptist Church.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband,
Edgar N. McDougal, Sr., on
March 11, 1964. Born Sep-
tember 7, 1890, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Enis and Mary
Johnson Lassiter. One son,
Edgar McDougal, Jr., died
July 6, 1974.
Funeral services were held
Monday at ten a. m. at LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Mor-
ticians, Paris, Tn., with the
Rev. Carroll C. Owen and the
Rev. Paul Douglass of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers were Darns
Mann, Carl Robinson, J... C.
Robinson, John Johnson, and
Joseph Gateley. Burial was in
the llemorial Cemetery at
Paris, Tn.
Not%
lout of every 2 •
copiers we place-
replace a Xerox..
Not surprising. The Savin
770 plain paper copier is
the most reliable machine
on the market. It's
practically jam proof
That's because of our
simple paper path Our
copies move a mere twelve
inches from beginning to
end. In some Xerox •
machines a copy is forced to
twist and turn over four
feet. very often ending up
in the middle.
Our copies are always
clear, clean and needle
sharp, whether you copy on
one side or two That's be-
cause the Savin 770 has a .
mind An electronic brain
makes whatever adjust- .
ments are-necessary to give










• Sena, and se.. Logotype are
regrstered trarlernarks Strum Business
Machines Corporation






farmer and tobacconist, died
late Monday afternoon at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tn. He was 61 years
of age.
The Murray man was an
innovative and pioneer farmer
of Calloway County having
installed the largest and
apparently the first surveyed
sub-surface draining system
in Calloway County and the
Jackson Purchase on his farm
southwest of Murray in the
summer of 1976. Mr. Erwin
had been a buyer for the
Kennedy Leaf Tobacco
Company of .Mayfield for
several years.
Mr. Erwin was a member of
the First United Methodist
Church and served on the
Board of, Stewards of the
church. Born October 21, 1915,
in Callaway County, he was
the son of C. E. Erwin and the
late Jessie Starks Erwin.
Survivors include his wife, Funeral services for An-
drew J. Wilson were heldMrs. Leila Ellis Erwin, 1009
Story Avenue, Murray; monday at three p.m. at the







daughters, Mrs. John (Mary
Leslie )- Malliame-, Demarest,
NJ.,. and Mrs. Dan (Frardtie)
McNutt, Plymouth, Mich.;
four grandchildren, Greg and
Brad McNutt, Plymouth,
Mich., Michael and Darren
Erwin Malhame, Demarest,
N.J.; one sister, Mrs. Alvin
(Corinne) Fafrff, Murray;
one brother, Udell (Duff)
Erwin, Murray Route Seven.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Samuel Dodson and the
Rev. Dr. James Fisher of-
ficiating. Interment will be in
the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Tuesday).
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the First United Methodist






Final rites for John
Rutledge Stubblefield were
held Sunday at three p.m. at
the chapel of the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel, with
Bro. John Dale officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as pianist.
Pallbearers were Otis
Wilson, Leon Barrow, Bobby
Stubblefield, Ralph Clark,
Keith Hosford, and Earl
Neale. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Stubblefield, age 63,
died Saturday at his-home on
Hazel Route Two. He is sur-
vived by his wife, Mrs. Rozelle
Wilson Stubblefield, one son,
James Dolphus Stubblefield,
one sister, Mrs. Coy Lamb,
one brother, Collie Stub-
blefield, and two grand-
children.
Services Monday
For A. J. Wilson
unera1 Home with two. Jo
Dale and Bro. Henry Hargis
officiating and Charles Locke
Stubblefield dirgcling the
singers.
Gordon and Brooks Moody,
James, Randall, and W. T.
Patterson, and Charlie
Stubblefield served as
pallbearers and burial was i!
the Murray City Cemetery.
— My. .Wilson, age 89, died
Saturday at the Westview
Nursing Home. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. I,urley
Burton Wilson, Murray Route
Five, to whom he was married
on December 16, 1906; one
daughter, Mrs. Everett
Oliver; four sons, Garvin,




Word has been received of
the death of Tapley Curtis
Furches, native of Calloway
County, who died Tuesday
morning at a hospital at
Alexandria, Va. He was 75
years of age and was a
resident of 3234 Martha Custis
Drive, Alexandria.
Mr. Furches was a guard for
the District of Columbia Penal
Institutions, and was - a
member of the Fair Park
Baptist Church at Alexandria.
Born June 18, 1902, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Ernest Furches
and Sally Boyd Furches.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Virgie Furches,
Alexandria, Va.; one
daughter, Mrs. Alma Yopp,
and one granddaughter, Miss
Laura Yopp, Arlington, Va.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at or* p.m. at
the chapel of the Everly-
Wheatley Funeral Home, 1500
West Braddock Road,
Alexandria, Va., with burial to
follow in the National
Memorial Park Cemetery at
Falls Church, Va.
Visitation will be from seven
to nine p.m. Wednesday at the
funeral home- .
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 357.2.
Below dam 302.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.1
down 0.6.
Below dam 303.8 down 0.5.
Sunset 8:04. Sunrise 6:02
4 -4
 324. + 4
63 -4
44% -4
Gen. Dynamics srt -at
Gen. Motors 694 -4
Gen. llre 274 -'-4
Goodrich 110 254 unc
-Gulf Oil 23.42 Al
Pennwalt 344 -sti
Quaker Oats 2124 MC
• Republic Steel 234 -44
Singer Mfg. 231'. -4
97k uncTappan
Western Union 194 -4
Zenith Radio 22 unc
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., ef
Murray, are as follows:
lieublein Inc 22% At
McDonalds Corp. 464 -4
Ponderosa Systems I% -%
Kimberly Clark 424 -kt
Union Carbide 474 +4
W.R. Grace 294 unc
Texaco 304 unc
General Elec. 544 -4
GAF Corp 104 + us
Georgia Pacific 214 -4
264 + ki
Jim Walters 2954 -4
Kirsch 164 +1'.
Disney 364 -4
Franklin Mint 1044 Ast
Pfizer
World War It Unit
Scheduled Reunion
A reunion ol the 5th and 14th
Defense Battallion, U. S. M.
C., from World War II will be
held at the John Marshall
Hotel, 5th and Franklin
Streets, in Richmond, Va.,
from August 25 through
August 28, 1977, according to




be obtained by writing or
calling the hotel telephone 804-
6444661 or by writing to
Hiram Quillin, 2121 Meridian
St. N., Huntsville, Ala. 35811,
telephone 205-536-2421 or
Thomas "Monk" Adams, 243-
29 Merrick Blvd., Rosedale, N.
Y. 11422 telephone 212-341-
1234.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &




(Continued Fran Page 1)
Carter's energy prupoials.
unveiled in a speech lint April
20, called for a special tax on
SO-Called gas-guzzling cars,,
but no ban on their production.
The Senate panel also, voted
to double the fine imposed on
manufacturers of automobiles
that fall short of efficiency
standards going into effect
this fall.
Under a law passed in 1975,
a company's entire line of cars
must average 18 miles per
gallon beginning with the 1978-
model year.
If the average falls short, a
company can be fined $100 a
mile per car under the new
proposal, instead of the
existing $50 per mile per car.
Figures show new domestic




endorsement of a p
Itreafirstic
nickel-a-gallon hike in the
federal gasoline tax and said
removal of federal price
controls on natural gas would
"undermine one of the basic
tenets of my energy plan —
fairness."
A nickel hike combined with
other oil taxes in the program
could add a dime to the
current cost of each gallon.
Each penny increase in the
gasoline tax costs 'consumers
an estimated $1 billion a year,
experts say.
, The current federal gasoline









TVA has issued a revised
edition of its brochure
"Recreation on TVA Lakes."
The brochure is a guide to the
recreation facilities and
services on 25 Tennessee
River main stream and
tributary lakes.




Kentucky. Local, state, and
national parks, commercial
camping areas, resorts, and
boat docks are listed.
Copies are available free
from TVA's Division of
Forestry, Fisheries, and
Wildlife Development in
Norris, Tennessee; map sales
offices in Chattanooga and
Knoxville; and the In-
formation Office in Knoxville.
Lees Stay-Well
By F.J L Blasutgame, MD.
Q: Ms. P.N. writes that she
has become concerned about
homosexuals after reading so
much about them in the
newspapers and seeing them
parade on television. She asks
whether homosexuals are
crazy or dangerous and
tkhether they are on the in-
crease,
A: Homosexuality has
probably received more at-
tention in the press and on
television than the condition
deserves. No doubt, this up-
surge in public interest will
shortly subside.
No scientific evidence exists
showing that homosexuality is
on the increase. More
homosexuals are identified.
because they have openly'..,,
declared their homosexuality
which has existed for years.
Homosexuals are not
usually dangerous — no more
Homosexuality
than any other human being.
Homosexuals are not
"crazy" in the traditional
sense of being psychotic. As a




society of psychiatrists, took
an official position that
homosexuality should not be
regarded as a psychotic or
psychiatric illness.
Admittedly, homosexuals
have a sexual orientation that
is not normal in that their
sexual interest is directed
primarily (not necessarily
exclusively) toward nem*.
of their same sex. Many
homosexuals are disturbed by
this direction of their sexual
desires, and here is the main
source of conflict, particularly
if they want or are driven to
Seminar For Searchers
Of Family Roots Slated -
Searchers of Kentucky
family roots have a rare op-
portunity to participate in a
genealogical seminar devoted
to the critical years of frontier
anteStrY research, from 1730
to 1830.
The Kentucky Genealogical
Society is sponsoring in 1977
its third annual seminar which
has attracted eight hundred
participants in.the past. This
year's conference, scheduled.
at the Immanuel Baptist
Church on Saturday, August
13, to begin at 8:00 a. m.,
features migration from
Virginia and one of the leading
world authorities on Virginia
genealogy, Dr. John
Frederick Dorman, of Rich-
mond, Virginia.
Dr. Dorman will be closely
supported by four Kentucky
archivists and librarians, who
will pick up ancestral trails on
the state's border and discuss
in depth what it was like to live
under frontier government in
Kentucky in the first counties
formed — Kentucke, Lincoln,
Fayette, and Jefferson.
Pre-registration for the one-
day seminar costs $5.00 for a
single entrant or $7.50 for a
couple, with slightly higher
prices at the door on the day of
the seminar.
Registration fees should be
mailed immediately to Edna
Milliken, Society President, at
the State Department of
Library and Archives or sent
to the Conference Chairman,
320 Meadow Lane, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601. -
The Conference is designed
to meet the research and
knowledge needs of anyone
interested in Kentucky roots,
from the beginner to the ex-
pert.
try to change their dominant
sexual orientation toward that
- of so-called normal persons
whose sexual interest is
predominantly in the opposite
sex.
If homosexuals are
satisified with their atypical
sexual drives, as are many,
the conflict is minimal or does
not exist. An increasing
number of homosexuals ap-
pear to be comfortably ad-
justed to sexual attraction to
those of their own sex.
A few homosexuals require
or are eligible for surgical
transsexual .operations. They
are indicated only after ex-





Mrs. Stalls Named Minister Of
usic At Calvary Temple Church
• • ' -.4, •
Mrs. Linda Stalls has been
added to the staff of Calvary
Temple First Pentecostal
Church of God of Murray
located two miles south of
Murray on Highway 641, as
the Minister of Music.
The new staff member is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Hargis of Hopkinsville, and
a graduate of Murray State
University where she was a
member of the Dean's List
and graduated cum laude. She
has also worked toward her
master's degree.
Mrs. Stalls, an ac-
complished musician, has
played first oboe for the
Jackson Symphony Or-
chestra, Jackson, Tn., and has
assisted churches and schools
in this area in music programs
and 'cantatas. She was an
active member of the band
during her, elementary and
high school years.
As a teacher in the Obion
Caunty Schools in Tennessee
she was instrumental in
establishing the music
programs within that System.
She taught school in the
Calloway County School
System prior to teaching in the
Obion schools and is currently
teaching choral and in-
strumental music at East
Elementary.
She is married to Fred Paul
Stalls and they have one
daughter, !Crisis ,Ann, age
two. They live at 603 Vine
Street and are associated with
Amway Homecare products.
- The Rev..1.1larland
pastor, said, "We at Calvary
Temple feel very honored to
have such a capable Christian
person as Linda on our staff to
direct our choir and our total
music 'program, also, our
orchestra which' is in the
formative stage."
Demonstration Homes Report
Substantial Heat Cost Savings
Home insulation saved an
average of 33 per cent on
heating costs last winter for
low-income homeowners who
participated in the first phase
of TVA's home insulation
program, according to W. C.
Whisenant, coordinator of the
program.
Savings for these demon-
stration homes averaged {$120
for the winter season on
electric heating bills. The
reductions in heating bills




measures for 81 'demon-
stration homes in various
parts of the TVA area were
carried out last summer by
local contractors hired by
TVA. Local power distributors
and community agencies
cooperated in selecting the
demonstration homes among
homeowners with low incomes
who had faced high electric
heating bills the previous
winter.
To show the potential
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
August 2, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
iret r. 75 lower Sows steady: Act. 350 Est. 550 Barrows &
US 1-2 200-230 Its 94150-4200
US 14 VA-24011x.  94125-41 50
US 2-4 240-210 lbs. $40 50-41.25
05 3.4 3136-269 lb. . . 00-40.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 306-5001bs 
US 14 500-6501bs
US 2-3 300-500 lb.
Boars 24.00-26.50
  934 00-34.50
$33 50-34 50






BE GUARDING THi5 HOUSE!'
WHERE 15 HE, CHUCK?
WHERE'S Ms' 'WATCHDOG ?
'CHUCK? CHUCK?
savings, these demonstration
homes were provided with R-
11 value floor insulation and
R-19 attic insulation, along
with caulking and weather-
stripping around outside doors
and windows.
TVA's current insulation
program, which offers in-
terest-free funding for attic
insulation to consumers using
electric heat, was based on
information collected from the
demonstration program.




sumers, face problems in
keeping the home warm at
costs they can afford,"
Whisenant said. "TVA's hone
insulation program is
designed to help red ce
electricity costs and aid in
overall conservation efforts
by offering no-interest loans to
consumers wishing to install
attic insulation."
In return for having their
homes insulated, the
homeowners in Phase I
agreed to provide information
on changes in electricity
consumption and family living
habits. TVA will continue to
use this information to
determine the effects of in-
sulation and winterization
under actual family living
conditions.
MISS YOUR PAPS!
Sebsolbers obi Wye eet
received *sir beere-dsivered
espy .0Th. MilITIF teeter •
Ibises by 514111 p. s. Moshoy-
',Wry
.
 et by MO p. s an
tossnleys ere erged te
73-I516 betwese S. p. is.
and 6 p. s., 1/andey-friim,
or 3,30 p. and 4 p.
Seter4eys, le beers dr:leery
sl Itts woresporm.C mot
b• *red by 6 p... week-
dors sr 4 p. Setsrisys 1e
prentes aritrery.
RED HOT SUMMER SALE
Featuring
COOL COOL PRICES
We've got the word already. . . approximately 8% price in-
crease next year. That 8% added to our Big, Big Summer Savings
Discount, well we're talking about hundreds and hundreds of
dollars in savings to you if you buy nowl liberal -financing
available if you so desire.
Here are a few examples of some honest to goodness price
cutting bargains...
(1) Brand new 1977 16' Harris Flote-Bote Pontoon with good used 20 HP, Elec-
tric start Johnson, just the perfect safe boat for a couple, young and old
or a small family, complete only $2,250.00. Try before you buy at Happy
Holiday Travel, "The largest Flote-Bote dealer in the whole wide world."
(2) Brand new 1977 20' Harris Flote-Bote with brand new 1977 35 I1P all elec-
tric Evinrude, rigged and ready for only $3250.00.
(3) Brand new 1977 24' Harris-Flote Bote priced with, new all electric 35 HP
Evinrude. This 24' Pontoon boat is a very popular size and includes con-
sole,. captain chair,-2 rear corner couches and padded buy now for only
$3975.00.
(4) Wind Il1977 28' Harris Flote-Bote Pontoon with brand new 1977 55 HP
Evinrude, indudes steering and console, buy now for only $3975.00.
28' Stemdrive Harris Flote-Bote, the Fabulous Queen of all Pontoon boats.
Commands the highest resale of all by far. The most desired pontoon
boat in the world, sold and serviced by the worlds largest Flote-Bote
dealer. Now going as low as $6975.00 including full furniture and
covers, 120 HP Stern drive. Test drive one for yourself and do yourself
and your family a big favor when you buy the most pleasurable boat of
all... Harris Flote-Bote.
A few demonstrators now available at tremendous savings.
Many many more to choose from.
1-used 1974 Harris Flote-Bote, 28' Stem drive with 120 HP Mercruiser, a real
-nice one
1-28' Dura-Craft Pontoon Boat with 65 HP Johnson, nice clean boat,
houseboat trade in, one owner, all new in 1973.
Extra clean 135 HP, 1974 Model Ski Rig.
100 HP Bass Boat, 74 Model.
Summer Close Out on padal boats - Now's your chance.
(6) Want a family Ski boat for the whole family at one time, something with
plush furniture, a sun top, big, roomy, maybe even a dining table on
board, plenty of power yet big, safe and trailerable. We have it, Harris
Deck Craft, the same makers of Harris Flote-Bote. We have Deck Crafts
in stock ready for you to test drive on the water. See'em, drive'em,
buy'em. Now at Big Big Savings to you!
(5)
SPeciallSpecied!Speciall
A free for all in the water show and demonstration will be held Saturday,
August 6. See, Ride and Drive the fabulous Harris Flote-Bote and Harris Deck
Craft.
Here's a wonderful chance to have plenty qf time to leisurely look over and
try your favorite boat.
Many boats will be in the water, for you to see and try, don't miss it.
Remember this Saturday, all day August 6, could be a big day for you. Don't
miss it. Here at our, place, at our dock. Theres plenty of parking space by the
waters edge.
Harris Flote-Bote and Harris Deck Craft are of special interest to all OUT-
DOOR and CAMPING PEOPLE
Be sure to look over the 28' Flote-Bote with the camper enclosure. Well
have one on hand for your pleasure.
Don't Miss this Spacial Day
This Saturday, August
A world of pleasure awaits now at
Don McClure Grayson McClure
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Take 94 lost out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280. Follow 280 for 7 miles past
Bonner s Grocery. Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn right then left
and you have arrived. Telephone 436 5483
X.Z-144110r"trcraPrtv;-,--
4..
